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Abstract
Movement and transportation systems are a primary topic in the study of humans
and their relationship with the environment. Only a few modes of transportation allow
for nearly full freedom of movement that is unconstrained by rigid nodes and networks.
Individual human travel (walking, climbing, swimming, etc.) is one example while
rotorcraft travel is another. Although other criteria constrain movement, independence
from a network allows for a unique examination of human spatial decision-making and
choice behavior. This research analyzes helicopter flight route planning in a low threat
combat environment with respect to geography. The particular problem addressed, which
ultimately concerns the quantitative representation and mapping of helicopter
susceptibility in a low threat, combat environment, is assisted by a Geographic
Information System (GIS). Prior susceptibility research on helicopters is combined with
the spatial analytical functions of a GIS to cartographically model three dimensional
flight corridors and routes across four separate areas. GIS optimized flight routing plans
that minimize helicopter susceptibility (maximize capability to avoid threats) are then
compared to the conventional routes produced by human flight route planners using
existing techniques. Findings indicate that although the GIS routes reduce susceptibility
costs, they concomitantly decrease route diversity. There was no significant evidence
that experience, expertise, landscape familiarity, age, or the amount of time taken to plan
had any effect on the spatial character of the routes. Several spatial similarities between
ii

conventionally planned routes and GIS optimized routes were revealed that expose
potential perceptual limitations imposed by the conventional flight planning paradigm.
Implementation of geospatial technology could help eliminate these restrictions.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Few modes of transportation permit complete freedom of movement through
geographic space. Each vehicle is constrained to a particular geographic realm of land,
air or water and most are additionally restricted to rigid nodes and networks that limit
travel along relatively narrow corridors to and from predetermined locations. Terrestrial
travel by train or automobile must follow tracks or roads while most airborne travel is
limited to depart and arrive on airport runways and follow stipulated air routes. Ships
and boats are limited to surface and sometimes subsurface water travel and many must
depart and arrive at fixed ports. Although modern transportation modes have in some
respects expanded the scope of human spatial cognition they have likewise constrained
some aspects of individual spatial decision making by restricting travel choices to
specific routes. Human foot travel and helicopter transport are arguably two modes of
transport that present opportunities for decision making less encumbered by the
restrictions imposed by nodes and networks. This project presents an analysis of
helicopter flight route planning with respect to geographic factors with the goal of
extracting information about human existence, spatial decision making, and some of the
restrictions that the environment has laid upon us. Our ability to move from place to
place under various conditions is an important feature of human use of space. This
ability to move between locations is generally called accessibility, and is dependent upon
a number of spatial variables. In a combat environment accessibility is often determined
1

by the ability to avoid threats. This is directly tied to the concept of susceptibility - the
inability of an aircraft to avoid threats. The particular problem addressed here concerns
the quantitative representation of human susceptibility via helicopter to locations in a low
threat combat environment. Prior quantitative research on helicopter susceptibility is
combined with the spatial analytical capabilities of the GIS to cartographically model the
ability of humans to travel by helicopter across four geographic areas. By doing so, it is
hoped to provide a working approximation of how select locations appear to route
planners. Conventionally developed route plans, without the use of a GIS, are
investigated and compared to the GIS-enabled flight route plans to explore the validity of
the model. The acceptability of the model is then tested to measure its utility as a
decision making tool.

Justification
The Federal government through the Department of Defense and the aerospace
industry has invested a tremendous amount of our national treasure in the design,
development, production and maintenance of military aircraft. One primary
consideration in the entire acquisition process is survivability - the capability of an
aircraft to avoid or withstand a man-made hostile environment. Survivability is achieved
in numerous ways that can be categorized as those associated with aircraft design and
those associated with aircraft operations. This research will focus on the operational
aspects of combat survivability, specifically within the realm of susceptibility and
mission flight planning. Susceptibility is the inability of an aircraft to avoid the threats of
a man-made hostile environment. The inspiration for this work addressing susceptibility
2

stemmed from inadequate applications of existing knowledge of helicopter susceptibility
to mission flight planning.
The current suite of helicopter mission planning tools that concern helicopterenvironment relationships are limited by the fact that they do not include a robust method
for prediction and delimitation of susceptibility. They are based primarily on manual
cartographic techniques dictated by text-based instructions. Since complex spatial
calculations simply can not be processed easily and quickly using these existing
techniques an obvious opportunity exists for the application of GIS technology to the
problem. A GIS is capable of handling the full range of factors dictated by the
operational instructions and additional, more complex criteria too difficult to manually
incorporate.

Purpose, goals and research questions
Despite the fact that this research project was prompted by deficiencies existing in
helicopter route planning and that it has a direct practical application, it was likewise
designed to seek more nomothetic goals. The sample population used in this study is a
great control mechanism for many variables inherent in human environmental perception
and behavior because the population is relatively homogenous (common training,
standards and experience in a very unique three dimensional geographic environment)
and their behavior is economically driven and specifically guided by the rational actor
paradigm. The rational actor model is tied to the microeconomics concept of
“maximization of utility.” Actors weigh alternative courses of action and select the
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course that maximizes one‟s gain. Decisions are based on consistent, value maximizing
choices within specified constraints (Allison 1971: 30).
This research has the potential to contribute to spatial behavior theory, methods in
three-dimensional GIS modeling and directly to improving helicopter survivability and
mission effectiveness. This applied benefit may save lives and is cost effective in light of
the high costs of airframe design and development or improvement.
The aim of this project is to model helicopter susceptibility, develop a new and
improved technique to create optimized flight routes and illustrate its effectiveness by
applying it to multiple sample regions. Applications involve the creation of maps
showing human accessibility via helicopter to and from an origin and destination in four
separate geographic areas. The scope of the project is limited to the production and
testing of a general helicopter susceptibility model that can be custom fit to any low
threat combat environment area or airframe. The primary objective of this research is to
implement, within a GIS context, an accessibility model based upon preexisting research.
The broad hypothesis is that GIS optimized routes increase mission effectiveness
by considerably reducing aircraft susceptibility. To test the hypothesis, the difference
between GIS optimized mission flight routes and those created conventionally by human
pilots must be quantified and assessed. This will be accomplished by analyzing the
relationships between human-created routes and GIS-created routes. The specific effect
of other variables will be investigated as well as the degree to which GIS improves
mission effectiveness:
1) Does experience level of the human flight route planner have an effect on the
spatial characteristics of their planned flight route?
4

2) Does expertise level of the human flight route planner have an effect on the
spatial characteristics of their planned flight route?
3) Does familiarity with the environment have an effect on the spatial characteristics
of their planned flight route?
4) Does age have an effect?
5) How much improvement is gained over conventional manual-based methods by
optimizing geographic considerations using a GIS?

Although implementing artificial intelligence (AI) in real-time planning and
navigation is desired, current communication limitations render this impractical.
Therefore a GIS-based decision support system (DSS) was developed for initial premission route planning.

Overview
The dissertation is divided into nine chapters. The first is an introduction
covering the justification, aim, scope, and objective of the paper. The second chapter
summarizes, reviews, and examines previous attempts at combining susceptibility
research with a GIS to achieve flight route optimization and summarizes prior research
on the subject of spatial behavior. The third and fourth chapters deal with the data and
procedures employed in the project. Chapter five explains validation procedures and
chapter six elucidates on acceptability testing. Chapter seven details the results and
chapter eight provides a comprehensive discussion. The final chapter concludes the
paper with a summary and suggestions for extending work done in the present project.
5

Chapter Two: Prior Research
Introduction
The literature review is divided into two main sections. The first chapter
summarizes research that has been completed on mission flight route optimization and
the second section reviews and examines research that has been completed in the realm of
spatial behavior and decision-making. Although there has been work on comparing
human vs. GIS ground-based, non-motorized routes (Duncan and Mummery 2007), no
published research could be found that specifically compares GIS optimized flight routes
to those created by humans using conventional route planning methods.

Mission flight route optimization
Extensive research exists on helicopter survivability and susceptibility,
computerized mission route planning tool development, and optimized route-planning
models for aerial vehicles. None of the computerized models investigated have
integrated the entire suite of geospatial analysis tools in order to create a robust
susceptibility surface and optimized flight routes for piloted helicopters in a combat
environment.

6

Survivability and susceptibility analysis
The original survivability practices developed at the birth of military helicopter
operations in the 1950‟s were founded on two simple principles: avoid detection and
then avoid being hit. The chief means of achieving this goal were to fly at extremely
low, nap of the earth (NOE) altitudes below the sight line of terrain, buildings or
vegetation and to fly at night to avoid visual detection. Although original concerns were
focused on visual detection, helicopters can also be detected acoustically and through
other wavelength reflections in the electromagnetic spectrum (Ball 2003; Kane 1997).
During the war in Vietnam, combat survivability evolved as a formal design
discipline due to the loss of approximately 5,000 U.S. aircraft (2,500 helicopters) to
enemy fire (Ball and Atkinson 2005). The combat experience validated the advantage of
nighttime flight, but drastic changes were made in altitude tactics. NOE flight was
discarded early in the conflict because it was more effective to avoid the enemy‟s antiaircraft machine gun range by flying above 600 meters. With the introduction of the SA7 Grail, man-portable, shoulder-fired surface-to-air missile (SAM) in 1971 NOE flying
was reintroduced (Allen 1993: 20-21). The Soviet Union (Allen 1993: 91), United
Kingdom (Allen 1993: 142), Germany (Allen 1993: 181) and France (Allen 1993: 200201) all employed the same NOE altitude tactics that are still in use today. Helicopter
aircrews survive combat by flying most missions at night and as low as possible given
current technology and safety concerns (Saier 2005: 28; Colby 2007).

7

Quantitative survivability
The probability that a helicopter will survive in a man-made hostile environment
(combat) is a direct factor of the enemy weapon system‟s probability of stopping the
helicopter from performing its mission by destroying or disabling it (known as a mission
kill). Survivability can be expressed as an equation (Ball 2003: 3):
PS = 1 – PK
PS = the probability of survival
PK = the probability of an enemy kill.

To maximize PS one must minimize the enemy‟s PK. This can be accomplished by
reducing the helicopter‟s susceptibility and vulnerability. Susceptibility is the inability to
avoid a threat and vulnerability is the ability to absorb a threat‟s impact or explosion.
This is similar to a boxer‟s ability to avoid a punch and to his ability to take a punch. The
probability of a kill can also be expressed as an equation (Ball 2003: 4):
PK = PH*PKH
PH = the probability of being hit (susceptibility)
PKH = the conditional probability of a kill given a hit (vulnerability).

If susceptibility (PH) can be reduced to zero by avoiding the strike, then there will be no
probability of a kill and survivability is increased to 100%. This is similar to a boxer
never getting knocked out because he dodges every punch.
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Susceptibility can likewise be expressed in equation form (Ball 2003: 14):
PH = PA*PDA*PLD*PIL*PHI
PA = the probability that a threat weapon is near and active (ready to fire)
PDA = the conditional probability that you are detected, given that the threat is
near and active
PLD = the conditional probability that you are tracked, a fire control solution is
obtained, and a projectile is launched, given that the threat weapon was
active and detected you
PIL = the conditional probability that the projectile approaches or intercepts you,
given that the projectile was launched at you (a missile with a proximity
fuse just needs to be close)
PHI = the conditional probability that you are hit, given that you were intercepted.

The key to this equation is to defeat the threat as far left in the susceptibility
equation as possible (Colby 2007). Since one cannot completely eliminate the enemy
threat in a combat environment, especially from unpredictable small arms, rocket
propelled grenades (RPGs) and man-portable air defense systems (MANPADs), we must
harken back to the lessons learned at the beginning of combat helicopter flight. Perfect
(100%) survivability can be achieved by preventing the aircraft from being detected (PDA
= 0).
Although the geographical tools available to the pioneers in helicopter combat
were insufficient for completely minimizing detectability, modern geographical tools and
9

information can help locate enemy threats and enable the creation of routes that avoid
them and reduce detectability to its absolute minimum.

Geographic considerations and mission planning tools
The evolution of GIS from descriptive mapping to prescriptive modeling has
fulfilled Morrison‟s (1980) prophecy concerning the three stages of adaptation to new
technology. First there is a reluctance to use the new technology. People are comfortable
and secure in the old way of doing things and have an aversion to change. Following the
reluctance to use stage is the replication stage where the technology attempts to simply
replicate previous methods. Although automation improves efficiency and flexibility, it
is fixated on tradition and does not question the fundamental manner in which the tasks
are accomplished. The third stage is the full implementation of the new technology in
which we drop the old way of doing things and the new technology becomes the current
technology. Although GIS has reached stage three in many realms in the form of
geospatial modeling, it has failed to be fully integrated in conventional military mission
flight planning that has remained entrenched in stage two for over a decade.
In 1997 helicopter mission planners set aside their air navigation and dead
reckoning slide rule and their 1:250,000 scale Joint Operations Graphic (JOG) paper
chart and began using Portable Flight Planning Software (PFPS). The software is
comprised of two subcomponents: FalconView and Combat Flight Planning Software
(CFPS). FalconView, originally developed for the F-16 fighter jet, is a nonproprietary,
open-architecture, Government Off-The-Shelf (GOTS) application for analyzing and
10

displaying geographical data while CFPS adds specific aircraft data and mathematical
algorithms in order to calculate mission flight route information (speed, time, distance,
heading, course, fuel consumption, etc.) (Bailey 2005; Hilderbrand 2004).
PFPS is easy to use, interoperable and has significantly improved efficiency,
accuracy, precision and flexibility (Hilderbrand 2004), but its digitized charts, maps,
aircraft operational information and mathematical algorithms simply replicate pencils,
paper charts, rulers, the slide rule and the human brain. It does not fully embrace the
capabilities of geospatial information science and take advantage of its most advanced
features. Although some developments within PFPS have incorporated near real time
weather data overlays and more complex spatial measurements including terrain-based
viewshed calculations for known threats and illumination information, the essence of
mission flight planning is still accomplished in the old way, human planners viewing the
information displayed on the digitized chart and then choosing a route to minimize
susceptibility and maximize mission success based on training, instructions and
experience (Mission-planner.com 2007). The planner chooses turn points for their route
using a computer mouse and the computer connects the dots and calculates the associated
flight route information (heading, distance, altitude, etc.). PFPS and its evolution from an
Air Force specific program into a joint service program (Joint Mission Planning
Software, JMPS) simply replicates the fundamental manner in which flight planning has
always been accomplished.
A recent development in computerized flight planning is noteworthy because it
provides a glimpse into the potential advantages of embracing geospatial modeling and
11

GIS. Spatial modeling in mission flight planning has been led by the operations research
community since the genesis of stealth technology in the 1970‟s. Stealth is defined as
low observable (LO) design enabled by advanced computer tactics that optimally route a
LO aircraft to minimize its radar visibility or cross section. Common Low Observable
Automatic Router (CLOAR) was one of the initial routing programs for the B-2 “stealth”
bomber aircraft. Procedures developed since then have evolved into dynamic automatic
routing programs that allow for near real time in-flight updates and rerouting.
Operations Research Concepts Applied (ORCA) Planning and Utility System
(OPUS) has developed operational and analytical route planning solutions for strike and
ISR (Information, Surveillance and Reconnaissance) aircraft and missions. Algorithms
generate goal-seeking, threat-avoiding, terrain-aware individual sortie routes. The user
can define weapon footprints, sensor coverage envelopes, aspect dependent signature
information, and locations for threats and targets (orca1.com/OPUS3.htm; Pritchard
2000). The optimal solutions created by OPUS are designed for high altitude and are not
applicable to helicopters or any other low flying conventional aircraft that operate very
close to the earth‟s geography. Where there are well-established models and analytical
techniques, GIS has been less evident in terms of its applications (Batty 2006: 421). This
appears to be the situation for GIS and its relative absence in combat aircraft route
planning. The precedent set by the OR discipline and their emphasis on aircraft design
and tactics is significant. The GIS community has an opportunity to follow suit for nonLO aircraft operating in low altitude environments.
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Although no research was discovered where combat flight mission planning
attempted to minimize acoustical detection, it is widely acknowledged that this goal is
critical to mission effectiveness in light of the projected proliferation of anti-helicopter
acoustical mines (Ball 2003; Kane 1997). A computerized acoustics model that was
developed for an entirely separate purpose has the potential to be employed for combat.
The Rotorcraft Noise Model (RNM) was developed to investigate the impact of civilian
rotorcraft (helicopters and tiltrotors) noise on communities surrounding air transportation
facilities (Page et al. 2002). The model was intended to quantify the noise level from
rotorcraft operations and to develop approach and departure abatement procedures
although it can be used to predict far-field noise for single event flight vehicle operations.
This characteristic makes it suitable for mission flight route analysis. The model includes
the effects of sound propagation over varying terrain, spherical noise spreading from the
rotorcraft, atmospheric absorption, ground reflection and attenuation, Doppler shifts, the
difference in phase between direct and reflected rays, and ground impedance between the
rotorcraft and sensor. The model assumes that the acoustic ray paths are straight lines
and that there is no wind. It is generally understood that NOE flight reduces the
detectable sound level by keeping it closer to the ground (Russell, W. and Luz 2001: 33).

Geospatial flight route optimization modeling
Computer-based geospatial research on susceptibility modeling and mission flight
route optimization in a combat environment has been ongoing for two decades. Pekelsma
(1988) focused on the automation of the guidance, navigation and control functions for
13

NOE altitude, human-piloted helicopter flight. His route guidance system was a hybrid
of onboard geospatial sensors [a Forward Looking InfraRed (FLIR), Global Positioning
System (GPS), Internal Navigation System (INS) and altimeters] and a digital terrain
database. The route planning process was divided into far field, near field and very near
field navigation phases (coarsely termed local and global in the computer science
discipline) where low detectability was linked with “valley-seeking” or searching for the
lowest elevation terrain. This optimization parameter did not always provide minimum
exposure. The algorithm was capable of generating high exposure instances when
routing the helicopter over steep ledges where the horizontal path generation process
directed the aircraft to low elevations. In order to further avoid exposure Pekelsma
recommended flying in areas of high clutter or low population density. He advocated
including other data and incorporating winds and aircraft power limitations to improve
his optimization model. Szczerba et al. (2000) developed an improved route planner
capable of incorporating real-time data, although their work was spatially limited to two
dimensions.
Other automated route research has focused on unmanned air vehicles (UAVs)
operations including some work on helicopters (Pettersson 2003; Scherer et al. 2007).
Carlyle, Royset and Wood (2007) recognized the limits of current planning systems and
predicted that fast auto routers will eventually become the standard component of mission
planning systems. Others have investigated automatic route planning for the entire
spectrum of air vehicles. Zheng, Ding, and Zhou (2003) developed a three-dimensional
route planner for UAVs. Other work has been done on guidance and control algorithms
14

for UAVs in high-speed NOE flight (Lapp and Singh 2005), dynamic route replanning
for reconnaissance UAVs (Pritchard 2000) and computer-aided real-time in-flight
planning for conventional aircraft in low-level flight (Leavitt 1996). Since the pioneering
work of Pekelsma (1988) and later work by Szczerba et al. (2000) there has been no
systematic incorporation of susceptibility operations research and geospatial analysis
tools to create a susceptibility surface and optimized route corridors for piloted
helicopters.

Spatial behavior
Spatial behavior is defined as any sequence of consciously or subconsciously
directed life processes that result in changes of location through time (Golledge and
Stimson 1997). These behaviors are grossly categorized as weakly motivated and
random, problem solving, and/or repetitively learned. This project looks at human spatial
route planning behavior and ability in the problem-solving and repetitively learned
categories.
Psychologists have long investigated questions of spatial aptitude or spatial ability
although most exploration has been accomplished on situations of people engaged in
activities and having experiences in ordinary spatial and/or environmental contexts
(Amedeo and Golledge 2003). The spatial context of helicopter flight is not ordinary and
is therefore an opportunity to investigate spatial ability in an unusual realm. Spatial
abilities are tied to performance on spatial aptitude tests and the dimensions contained
within those tests (Elliot and McFarlane-Smith 1983). The three dominant dimensions
15

are spatial visualization, spatial orientation, and spatial relations (Golledge and Stimson
1997).
Spatial visualization is the ability to mentally manipulate, rotate, twist or invert
two- or three-dimensional visual stimuli. Spatial orientation involves the ability to
imagine how configurations of elements would be seen from different perspectives and is
important in map reading, wayfinding and navigation (Golledge and Stimson 1997).
Spatial relations include abilities that recognize spatial distributions and spatial patterns.
It is considered to be the most significant for spatial behavior because it involves the
relational and associational components of spatial knowledge. Differences in male and
female performance on spatial visualization and orientation aptitude tests showed mixed
results (Self and Golledge 1994; Masters and Sanders 1993; Stumpf 1993) while few
relational studies have been accomplished. Testing pilots with conventional helicopter
flight mission planning is an opportunity to study effects in all three dimensions.
In addition to investigating spatial ability, I will examine the search and learning
theory of spatial knowledge acquisition. The theory assumes that a person placed in an
unfamiliar environment and tasked to seek a goal will exhibit a tendency to vary
responses until a correct response has been achieved. At this point experimentation
diminishes and incremental learning proceeds (Golledge and Stimson 1997). I will use a
measure of familiarity in my research to investigate this theory in the realm of
wayfinding behavior while incorporating the findings of MacEarchren (1992) and
Presson and Hazelrigg (1984) who researched wayfinding behavior when learning from
maps versus learning from actual travel.
16

The behavioral geography research also influenced my decision to develop a DSS
as opposed to an AI system. After evaluating commercial airline pilots interacting with
an enroute flight planning system, Layton, Smith and McCoy (1994) suggest that
optimization models should be designed as cooperative (a DSS) as opposed to automated
(AI). This enhanced the collaboration between the human operator and the computer
system. UAV route planning is perfectly suited to AI, but not a human piloted helicopter.

17

Chapter Three: Implementation
Introduction
The susceptibility model developed in this dissertation is applied to four separate
locations: the areas surrounding three spatially disconnected military bases and a region
in the Northwest Territories of Pakistan. For operational security reasons the names and
locations of the three military bases are not overtly disclosed. All four areas are located
in a low threat, combat environment due to the absence of a sophisticated and integrated
enemy air defense system. Three of the four areas are lightly populated and all are
generally characterized by arid terrain covered with a majority of grass-type vegetation.
For each of the areas an origin and destination for helicopter travel was selected. The
goal of the calculations in this project is to provide a working approximation of the how
the susceptibility between the origin and destination appear to flight route planners. This
chapter provides a detailed description of the physical character of each study area and a
comprehensive overview of the spatial data required for the model. These data include
information on topography, terrain types, and anthropologically developed space, namely
those variables in the tactical flight planning procedure that are associated with
geographic themes.

18

Study Area 1
Physical Geography
Study Area 1 is rectangular in shape with an east-west length of 150 km and a
north-south width 110 km of for a total area of 16,500 km2 (see Figure 3.1). It was
chosen as a study area because it was the designated low-level flight tactical training area
for a portion of the subjects investigated. The area encompasses a varied terrain,
primarily reflecting the convergence of high elevation plains and a major mountain range.
The southern half of the study area has a pronounced higher elevation than the north
except for a small grouping of hills in the north central region. Elevation values range
from 787 m in the northeast to nearly 2,800 m in the southern mountains.
Topography
Topographic data was acquired in three forms: ten 1/3-Arc Second National
Elevation Datasets (NEDs) from the United States Geological Survey, two 1-Arc Second
NEDs, and a portion of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Elevation Data
Set. The initial NEDs were derived from diverse sources and have a publication date of
2009 while the SRTM data was acquired from space-based Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) imaging taken from the Space Shuttle Endeavour in year 2000. The NEDs
provide the best available public domain raster elevation data in a seamless format for
coverage of the United States while the SRTM has the most complete high resolution
data for the entire Earth. The data is in geographic coordinate format according to the
North American Datum of 1983 while the elevation values are in meters and referenced
to the North American Vertical Datum of 1988. Spatial resolution is approximately 10 m
19

for the 1/3-Arc Second data, 30 m for the 1-Arc Second data, while the SRTM data has a
resolution of approximately 90 m. All ten 1/3-Arc NEDs were joined into one raster
dataset as well as the two 1-Arc NEDs. Total size of the raster datasets are summarized
in Table 3.1 and a map of the topography is shown in Figure 3.1.
Data Source

Cell Size

Columns

Rows

Total Cells

File Size

SRTM

≈ 90 m

2,341

1,186

2,776,426

10.59 MB

NED 1-Arc Second

≈ 30 m

7,022

3,554

24,956,188

47.60 MB

NED 1/3-Arc Second

≈ 10 m

25,655

13,010

333,771,550

1.24 GB

Table 3.1. Summary figures for the topographic data for Study Area 1.

Figure 3.1. A map showing topography of Study Area 1 using hypsographic tinting.
20

Vegetation
Vegetation data was extracted from the United States Geological Survey‟s 2001
edition of the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) for mapping zones 19 and 20.
Land cover data was compiled from remote sensing images captured from 1999-2003 and
released for publication in 2006. The study area comprises 24,282,543 total cells with an
approximate spatial resolution of 30 m. The classification rules used to delimit the major
land cover categories specifies that the dominants determine the individual categories.
This does not exactly conform to what is required for this project, which is information
on vegetation that has the potential to alter susceptibility through potential concealment.
Short grasses, pasture, shrubs, scrub and cultivated crops would all be quite similar in
their lack of capacity to conceal a low flying aircraft despite their particular classification.
For example, the difference with respect to concealment between the
grassland/herbaceous category and the pasture/hay category is negligible. Fortunately,
some NLCD categories include the height of the vegetation in the detailed definition.
Three major categories have sufficient height to warrant consideration for concealment in
tactical flight planning: Deciduous Forest, Evergreen Forest, and Mixed Forest - although
only the Evergreen Forest is found in sufficient quantity to be worthy of consideration.
NLCD vegetation categories with the potential to conceal low-level flight are
summarized in Table 3.2 while the map of NLCD is shown in Figure 3.2 (forested areas
are shown in green hues). Although the location of vegetation with the potential to affect
the flight planner is now known, it must be altered according to its capacity to conceal a
route and reduce susceptibility.
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Code

Name

Definition

Cover

41

Deciduous Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 5
Forest
meters tall, and greater than 20% of total vegetation
cover. More than 75 percent of the tree species shed
foliage simultaneously in response to seasonal change.

< 1%

42

Evergreen
Forest

Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 5
meters tall, and greater than 20% of total vegetation
cover. More than 75 percent of the tree species
maintain their leaves all year. Canopy is never without
green foliage.

25%
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Mixed
Forest

Areas dominated by trees generally greater than 5
meters tall, and greater than 20% of total vegetation
cover. Neither deciduous nor evergreen species are
greater than 75 percent of total tree cover.

<1%

Table 3.2. Summary figures for the vegetation data for Study Area 1.

Figure 3.2. A map showing the land cover of Study Area 1.
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Human Geography
Study Area 1 was sparsely populated. There was a single noteworthy inhabited
area in the northwest that had a population of 56,503 according to the 2004 United States
Census Bureau estimate. A much smaller establishment was found along the eastern
boundary of the study area that had an estimated 2004 population of 6,116. The
remainder of the 16,500 km2 had no designated places with greater than 5,000 people.
The LandScan database produced by Oak Ridge National Laboratories provides
population estimates at approximately 1 km spatial resolution using a variety of input
variables. Using the LandScan data source product for 2008 the entire study area had an
estimated population of 71,905 and an overall mean density of 4.4 people per km2.
Another indicator of the lack of extensive human development is that there was less than
16 km of controlled-access, multi-lane divided highway located within the bounds of the
entire study area which, for convenient association, is larger than the state of Connecticut.
All other roads were of a less developed nature, especially outside the single large
population cluster. The location and character of the human altered landscape was
captured using data extracted from the 2001 NLCD. The data has four developed
categories that are summarized in Table 3.3. Total developed coverage was 1.2% of the
study area. The locations of these data are indicated in Figure 3.2 by red hues.
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Code

Name

Definition

Cover

21

Developed,
Open
Space

Includes areas with a mixture of some constructed
materials, but mostly vegetation in the form of lawn
grasses. Impervious surfaces account for less than 20
percent of total cover. These areas most commonly
include large-lot single-family housing units, parks,
golf courses, and vegetation planted in developed
settings for recreation, erosion control, or aesthetic
purposes

1%

22

Developed,
Low
Intensity

Includes areas with a mixture of constructed materials
and vegetation. Impervious surfaces account for 20-49
percent of total cover. These areas most commonly
include single-family housing units.

< 1%

23

Developed,
Medium
Intensity

Includes areas with a mixture of constructed materials
and vegetation. Impervious surfaces account for 50-79
percent of the total cover. These areas most commonly
include single-family housing units.

< 1%

24

Developed,
High
Intensity

Includes highly developed areas where people reside or
work in high numbers. Examples include apartment
complexes, row houses and commercial/industrial.
Impervious surfaces account for 80 to100 percent of
the total cover.

< 1%

Table 3.3. Summary figures for the human developed data for Study Area 1.

Study Area 2
Physical Geography
Study Area 2 is nearly square in shape with an east-west width of 125 km and a
north-south length 127 km of for a total area of 15,875 km2 (see Figure 3.3). It was
likewise chosen as a study area because it was designated as a low-level flight tactical
training area for a portion of the subjects investigated. The area encompasses a varied
terrain, primarily reflecting the convergence of high elevation plains and a major
mountain range. The western portion of the study area has a higher elevation that slopes
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downward to the east and especially toward a river valley in the northeast. Elevation
ranges from 1,162 m in the northeast to 2,070 m in the western mountains.
Topography
Topographic data was acquired in the same three forms as it was for Study Area 1
except only eight 1/3-Arc NEDs were joined into a single raster dataset. Total size of the
raster datasets are summarized in Table 3.4 and a map of topography is shown in Figure
3.3.
Data Source

Cell Size

Columns

Rows

Total Cells

File Size

SRTM

≈ 90 m

1,797

1,373

2,467,281

9.41 MB

NED 1-Arc Second

≈ 30 m

5,389

4,117

22,186,513

84.63 MB

NED 1/3-Arc Second

≈ 10 m

16,162

12,347

199,552,214

761.23 MB

Table 3.4. Summary figures for the topographic data for Study Area 2.
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Figure 3.3. A map showing the topography of Study Area 2 using hypsographic tinting.
Vegetation
Vegetation data was extracted from the United States Geological Survey‟s 2001
edition of the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) for mapping zones 29, 31, and 33.
As was the case in Study Area 1, land cover data was compiled from remote sensing
images captured from 1999-2003 and released for publication in 2006. The study area
comprises 21,574,832 total cells with an approximate spatial resolution of 30 m. As was
described for Study Area 1 there are three major categories that may be worthy of
concern for tactical flight planning: Deciduous Forest, Evergreen Forest, and Mixed
Forest - although none are found in sufficient quantity. Only about 0.37% of the entire
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area is forested. A map of NLCD is shown in Figure 3.4 (forested areas are shown in
green hues).

Figure 3.4. A map showing the land cover of Study Area 2.

Human Geography
Study Area 2 was lightly populated, but not as bare as Study Area 1. There were
two notable inhabited areas: one location in the southwest that had a population of 55,362
and a smaller establishment found in the northeast that had a population of 36,631
according to the 2004 United States Census Bureau estimates. The remainder of the
15,875 km2 had no designated places with greater than 5,000 people. Using the
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LandScan data source product for 2008 the entire study area had an estimated population
of 105,025 and an overall mean density of 6.6 people per km2. Road transportation
networks were likewise more developed and dense than in Study Area 1. Two major
controlled-access, multi-lane divided interstate highways cross the study area: one along
the western boundary from north to south and another along the southern boundary from
east to west. The location and character of the human altered landscape was captured
using data extracted from the 2001 NLCD. The data has four developed categories that
are summarized in Table 3.5. Total coverage is 3.5% of the study area, more than double
the proportion of development in Study Area 1, but still very limited in quantity. The
locations of these data are indicated in Figure 3.4 by red hues.
Code

Name

Cover

21

Developed, Open Space

2.8%

22

Developed, Low Intensity

< 1%

23

Developed, Medium Intensity

< 1%

24

Developed, High Intensity

< 1%

Table 3.5. Summary figures for the human developed data for Study Area 2.

Study Area 3
Physical Geography
Study Area 3 is nearly square in shape with an east-west width of 85 km and a
north-south length 95 km of for a total area of 8,075 km2 (see Figure 3.5). It was
likewise chosen as a study area because it was a designated low-level flight tactical
training area for a portion of the subjects investigated. The area encompasses relatively
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restricted local relief with non-varied terrain, reflecting the general character of flat and
gently rolling interior plains. Two nearly parallel and shallow river valleys bisect the
area from the northwest to southeast. Elevation gently slopes downward from the
southwest to the northeast. Values range from 758 m in the southwest to 455 m in the
northeast.
Topography
Topographic data was acquired in the same three forms as it was for Study Area 1
and 2 except only six 1/3-Arc NEDs were joined into a single raster dataset. Total size of
the raster datasets are summarized in Table 3.6 and a map of topography is shown in
Figure 3.5.
Data Source

Cell Size

Columns

Rows

Total Cells

File Size

SRTM

≈ 90 m

2,109

1,304

2,750,136

10.49 MB

NED 1-Arc Second

≈ 30 m

4,106

3,084

12,662,904

48.31 MB

NED 1/3-Arc Second

≈ 10 m

14,707

9,580

140,893,060

537.46 MB

Table 3.6. Summary figures for the topographic data for Study Area 3.
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Figure 3.5. A map showing the topography of Study Area 3 using hypsographic tinting.

Vegetation
Vegetation data was extracted from the United States Geological Survey‟s 2001
edition of the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) for mapping zone 40. As was the
case in Study Area 1 and 2, land cover data was compiled from remote sensing images
captured from 1999-2003 and released for publication in 2003. The study area comprises
14,207,101 total cells with an approximate spatial resolution of 30 m. As was described
for Study Area 1 and 2 there are three major categories that may be worthy of concern for
tactical flight planning: Deciduous Forest, Evergreen Forest, and Mixed Forest - although
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only two are present (Deciduous Forest and Evergreen Forest) and neither are found in
sufficient quantity. Only about 0.3% of the entire area is forested. A map of NLCD is
shown in Figure 3.6 (forested areas are shown in green hues).

Figure 3.6. A map showing the land cover of Study Area 3.

Human Geography
Study Area 3 was also lightly populated. There were two notable inhabited areas:
one location in the southeast that had a population of 35,149 and a smaller establishment
found 20 km further north that had a population of 7,599 according to the 2004 United
States Census Bureau estimates. The remainder of the area had no designated places with
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greater than 5,000 people. Using the LandScan data source product for 2008 the entire
study area had an estimated population of 50,846 and an overall mean density of 6.3
people per km2. Road transportation networks were likewise limited in development.
No controlled-access, multi-lane divided highway exists within the bounds of the entire
study area which, for convenient association, is larger than the state of Delaware. The
location and character of the human altered landscape was captured using data extracted
from the 2001 NLCD. The data has four developed categories that are summarized in
Table 3.7. Total coverage is 4.9% of the study area, more than the proportion of
development in Study Area 1 and 2 combined, but still very limited in quantity. The
locations of these data are indicated in Figure 3.6 by red hues.
Code

Name

Cover

21

Developed, Open Space

3.97%

22

Developed, Low Intensity

1%

23

Developed, Medium Intensity

<1%

24

Developed, High Intensity

<1%

Table 3.7. Summary figures for the human developed data for Study Area 3.

Study Area 4 (Northwest Pakistan)
Physical Geography
The study area in Pakistan is rectangular in shape with an east-west width of 180
km and a north-south length of 222 km for a total area of 39,600 km2 (see Figure 3.7). It
is the largest of the study areas, exceeding the next largest study area by a factor of 2.4.
This area was chosen for two specific reasons: it was unfamiliar to all the subjects
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investigated and has a high elevation environment and dense population that makes flight
route planning more complex. Route planning is complicated by the fact that helicopter
lift and engine performance is considerably decreased at high altitude. This region‟s
current position in relation to U.S. involvement in Afghanistan and Pakistan against the
Taliban-led insurgencies and violent extremism made it a more appropriate area for
analyzing potential helicopter flight mission planning than other unfamiliar high
elevation environments. The area encompasses an extremely varied terrain, primarily
reflecting the dramatic rise of the Hindu Kush and Karakoram Ranges of the western
Himalayas above the Indus River Valley lowlands. The northern portion of the study
area has a dramatically higher elevation that slopes downward toward the southeast.
Elevation ranges from 247 meters in the southeast corner to over 6,000 meters in the
northwestern mountains. The Indus River roughly bisects the study area from the
southwest toward the northeast.
Topography
Topographic data was acquired in the form of three Digital Terrain Elevation
Datasets (DTEDs) from the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA). The three
datasets were compiled into a single raster dataset. Total size of the single raster dataset
is summarized in Table 3.9 and a map of the topography is shown in Figure 3.7.
Data Source

Cell Size

Columns

Rows

Total Cells

File Size

SRTM

≈ 90 m

2401

2401

5,764,801

11.00 MB

Table 3.9. Summary figures for the topographic data for Study Area 4 (Northwest
Pakistan).
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Figure 3.7. A map showing the topography of Study Area 4 (Northwest Pakistan) using
hypsographic tinting.

Vegetation
Vegetation data was not available for the entire Study Area. The only potential
direct source of data was a land cover dataset created by Ashraf et al. (2002), although
the geographic extent of this data only covered a portion of the northwest corner. Land
cover and extracted vegetation data could be created using the techniques employed by
Ashraf et al. (2002) which involved combining DEM information with Landsat-7
imagery.
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Human Geography
Study Area 4 was densely populated in the southeastern quadrant along the river
valleys and roads. There were multiple clusters with significant populations according to
the 1998 Pakistani Census. Muzaffarabad, near the origin in the southeast, had a
population of 80,355; Mansherea, found 25 km further west, had 52,095 residents;
Abbottabad, located another 20 km south had 105,999; Batkhela in the southwest had
38,222; while Mardan had 244,511; and Mingaora had 174,469. The entire North-West
Frontier Province, whose boundary exceeds that of the study area, had over 17.5 million
inhabitants of whom less than 17% were classified as urban. Consequently it can be
assumed that the majority of the study area inhabitants also live outside the main
population centers that are listed above. In contrast to the southern lowlands, the
northern half of the study area was relatively vacant. Using the LandScan data source
product for 2008 the entire study area had an estimated population of 4.77 million and an
overall mean density of over 120 people per km2.
The location and character of the human altered landscape was captured using
road data since the NCLD does not exist for areas outside the United States. The road
transportation network was broadly distributed across the entire area, but was not very
dense. Data were acquired from the Department of Economics and Geography at the
United States Air Force Academy whose root source was the National Geospatial
Intelligence Agency (NGA). Figure 3.8 shows the road network data.
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Figure 3.8. A map showing the road network in Study Area 4 (Northwest Pakistan).
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Chapter Four: A GIS Based Approach
Introduction
A generalized GIS mission flight planning route optimization model was created
and customized for the Bell 212 helicopter and implemented within a PC-based GIS
(ArcMap). Optimum combat flight routes were determined by minimizing the
susceptibility costs which are seen as being influenced by three operational variables:
flight performance, exposure, and crew training and proficiency (Ball 2003: 584). Since
two of these variables specifically deal with geographic factors, it appears that GIS
technology would be a useful tool for implementing helicopter-based, combat
susceptibility reduction in a practical situation. This chapter begins by discussing the
general methodology employed in the project, continues with a section on three
dimensional considerations, presents the manipulations, assumptions, and
parameterizations, and concludes with a sensitivity analysis of the final product.

Methodology
The goal of this project was to define a surface representing helicopter
susceptibility from a departure location to a destination target in the four separate areas
described in Chapter 3. This was not accomplished to provide specific insights into the
threats of these specific areas, but to illustrate the potential of this fledgling operational
analysis system. Susceptibility is generally defined as a quantitative measure of an
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aircraft‟s inability to avoid or reduce its exposure to threats as it moves from one
destination to another in a combat environment. Susceptibility has been determined to
be highly influenced by exposure, flight performance, and crew training and proficiency
(Ball 2003). Both exposure and flight performance vary across space and can be dealt
with in the GIS. Exposure, also known as detectability, is dictated by the locations of
enemy sensors and other fundamental geographic components like distance, terrain,
vegetation, weather, sun and moon position, and darkness that have the potential to
obstruct or degrade the ability of the enemy sensors. Flight performance has a direct
relationship to density altitude and its fundamental geographic components of
temperature and altitude.
The flow chart in Figure 4.1 shows the general criteria considered for the flightplanning model design. The left side of the flowchart depicted in Figure 1 shows the
basic thought process involved in creating this model while the right side shows the
potential extensions. The main inputs into the model were exposure, flight performance,
and governing flight directives. Flight directives are compulsory and conservative
regulations determined through previous flight experience and expert opinion while flight
performance is driven by static airframe design limits and the geographic data
components of temperature and elevation. Exposure is prescribed by the susceptibility
component of aircraft survivability research, but specifically defined by elevation data.
Extensions in the flow chart on the right side are depicted with cloud symbols and are
associated with the real-time spatial data components of weather and threats. Wind,
temperature, and cloud data are the basic inputs to real time weather data.
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Figure 4.1. Generalized GIS Mission Flight Planning Flow Chart
The general methodology followed in this project was based on the map algebra concepts
described by Tomlin (1990) and the GIS modeling techniques devised by Berry (2003).
The Grid format within ArcMap complies with Tomlin‟s and Berry‟s concepts and also
contains tools that are specifically designed for modeling travel across continuous
surfaces. Specifically these tools include the cost distance functions of Cost Distance and
Path Distance.
These cost distance functions are similar to simple Euclidean distance functions,
but instead of calculating actual distance from one point to another they determine the
accumulated travel cost from each cell to the source cell. Weighted distance functions
apply distance in cost units, not geographic units. The cost grid assigns impedance in
some uniform measurement form that depicts the cost of moving through any particular
cell. The value of each cell in the cost grid represents the cost-per-unit distance of
passing through the cell, where a unit distance corresponds to the cell width. These costs
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may be stated in travel time, dollars, preference, or in this case susceptibility cost. The
Cost Distance function creates an output grid in which each cell is assigned the
accumulative cost to the source cell. This function is rudimentary when compared to the
calculations made in Path Distance. It calculates the accumulative cost while
compensating for the actual surface distance traveled and the horizontal and vertical
factors influencing the cost of travel. The compensating characteristics of the Path
Distance function make it an ideal tool for the mobility model developed in this project.
The general procedure for implementing the model followed Berry‟s (2003) basic
three step process: 1) discrete cost, 2) accumulated cost, and 3) steepest path. The initial
discrete cost step was the foundation for the model and is described in detail while the
accumulated cost and steepest path steps are standardized ArcMap GIS processes already
explained by the Cost Distance and Path Distance functions. Model creation was based
initially upon placing the data into a cell-based, raster environment, which first required
that an important decision be made concerning cell resolution.
The decision on cell size is based on accepted guidelines and on following the
fundamental principle that a fine spatial resolution is required for a detailed susceptibility
study involving visual exposure calculations on a helicopter sized entity. General
guidelines concerning cell size state that the resultant grid should be the same or coarser
than the input data. If only this rule is followed, cell size could be set at 10, 30 or 90 m
depending on which original DEM was used. According to DeMers (2002:26) the grid
cell resolution should be at most one fourth the size of the smallest object needing to be
mapped. Following Demers‟s criterion, cell size should be 4.35 m since the maximum
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dimension (length) of a Bell 212 helicopter is 17.4 m. Unfortunately cell size decisions
are not always made according to simple rules. An inverse relationship between
processing speed and precision more often dictates the outcome of decisions made
concerning cell size. Greater precision and larger numbers of cells results in slower
processing speeds. The size chosen for this project was 90 m, which resulted in matrices
of 2.4 - 5.8 million total cells between the four different study areas. Cell size was
directly dependent upon processing speed and data availability. Sizes were large enough
to be processed relatively fast (a maximum of 20.5 hours for Study Area 1visual exposure
at the surface) and small enough to satisfy the requirement for fine spatial resolution.

3-D Considerations
Helicopter flight involves the vertical dimension which has been a challenge for
cartographers whose traditional medium has been the flat, two-dimensional map. Spatial
analysis in GIS has likewise developed along this two-dimensional paradigm. Although
three-dimensional visualization, projection, and calculation of slopes and aspect have
been standard in most GIS for decades, further expansion into the volumetric realm is
very limited. This inadequacy is prevalent in commercial GIS, including ArcMap. The
work around solution used in this project was to employ a technique pioneered by Berry
(2009) using a series of vertical layers situated at critical helicopter altitudes.
Susceptibility analyses were performed at each consecutive altitude to create a series of
altitude dependent cost surfaces. The key was to determine which specific altitudes were
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appropriate to analyze in the model so an investigation was performed on historical
records of helicopter combat incidents.
A portion of the HELODAB database (obtained from the SURVIAC center at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio) was investigated and it was concluded
that there was a significant difference in the number of enemy hits on the helicopter (a
proxy measure for detectability) based on the altitude of the helicopter (Likelihood Ratio
and Chi-Squared Tests had p-values < 0.05). This result was only achieved when raw
altitude values that ranged from 0 - 4000 ft Above Ground Level (AGL) were recoded
into more meaningful categorical information based on helicopter susceptibility theory.
Altitudes from 0-25 ft were recoded as „low altitude,‟ values from 25-1800 ft were coded
as „medium altitude,” and values over 1800 ft were coded as „high altitude‟. The
categories parallel the approximate limits of Nap of the Earth (NOE) flight (0-25 ft) and
the range of 7.62mm small arms (1800 ft) (Allen 1993: 20-21). Only 14% of the
incidents at altitudes from 0-25 ft had more than 1 enemy hit and none had more than 15.
Details of the HELODAB analysis are in Appendix A. Based on the results from the
HELODAB analysis and the specified minimum training altitude allowed per governing
directive (50 ft Above the Highest Obstacle, AHO) the altitudes chosen for the model
were 0, 25, and 50 ft AGL. These altitudes can be conceptually considered as
representing a vertical spatial resolution of 25 ft or 7.62 m.
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Manipulations
Geographic helicopter susceptibility is a function of flight performance and
exposure so two individual discrete cost maps were created and combined into a total
susceptibility discrete cost surface. The first map incorporated flight performance and
the second map quantified exposure. Together these maps completed the cartographic
representation of susceptibility. The basic model used the same input data available to
the human planners when using traditional planning methods while a more sophisticated
speculative version considered additional data and techniques not readily available in
order to illustrate the potential of the model as a more robust and integrated Decision
Support System (DSS). Discrete susceptibility cost surfaces, associated corridors and
least cost routes were produced for the basic model only. The model was customized for
a specific airframe because subjects tested in the validation process planned routes for
this specific airframe.
The first set of geographic constraints incorporated in the discrete cost layer was
flight performance which is defined primarily by density altitude (DA) and bounded by
absolute airframe limits. There is a negative correlation between helicopter performance
and DA and all aircraft have set range and ceiling limits. Areas mapped as high DA can
be considered very expensive in terms of susceptibility and areas beyond the aircraft‟s
physical limits can be seen figuratively as over budget. Since the conventional flight
planning software (PFPS) already has text based functions that incorporate range and
ceiling limits the model algorithms developed in this project specifically focused on
performance and only enhanced cartographic representation of the airframe limits.
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Aircraft engine power and lift are inversely related to DA, so high altitudes and
hot temperatures that result in performance reductions below 100% were penalized and
considered more costly in terms of susceptibility. Although an increase in humidity will
also increase DA, temperature has a greater effect. For every one degree Celsius increase
in temperature the DA will increase approximately 120 ft (37 m). Figure 4.2 shows a
graph indicating the effect of humidity on DA and Figure 4.3 shows a graph indicating
the location of the 100% helicopter power threshold as a function of pressure altitude and
temperature. The flight governing directive (AFI 11-2H-1V3, 1999) has detailed
instructions concerning operations in high DA and specifically highlights the hazards
associated with operations above 1,219 m DA. It mandates that all available information
must be used to safely accomplish operations in this environment and lists some potential
negative effects: power available decreases, power required to hover increases, the power
margin decreases, maximum allowable indicated airspeed decreases, control response
becomes more sluggish, the potential for blade stall increases, the potential for formation
of Vortex Ring State increases, the potential for settling with power increases, there is a
premature loss of Effective Translational Lift (ETL), and the potential for Loss of Tail
Rotor Effectiveness (LTRE) increases.
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Figure 4.2. Graph showing the positive relationship between relative humidity and DA
(AFI 11-2H-1V3, 1999)
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Figure 4.3. Graph showing the negative relationship between helicopter power and the
geographic components of temperature and altitude
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Specific performance data for the Bell 212 helicopter were obtained from the
helicopter operations manual and surface wind and temperature data were gathered from
military facilities and the United States National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Agency (NOAA) National Climactic Data Center (NCDC) weather stations spread across
and near the study areas. Collection methods included direct telephone voice
communication and manual internet searches.
The absence of extensive real-time weather data and automatic data entry into the
model was a liability that could be remedied through data collection by the helicopter
and/or other sensing platforms and networked communication links that input data
directly into the model. A data facilitator that accomplishes this function is the
University Corporation for Atmospheric Research‟s Unidata service module within the
Thematic Real-time Environmental Distributed Data Services (THREDDS). It provides
efficient real-time access to meteorological data from distributed servers. THREDDS
data is provided in real-time or near real-time: meaning that the data are sent to users
almost as soon as the observations are made (unidata.ucar.edu/data/; Domenico et al.
2002).
Despite the issues concerning collection sources and methods that consequently
affect the currency, quantity, and quality of weather data, ultimately the data are collected
at dispersed point locations, often separated by a distance of 30 to 50 km or more. To
make this data compatible with a continuous data-type spatial model the point data needs
to be interpolated vertically and horizontally across the study areas at a small horizontal
spatial resolution of 90 m and a fine temporal resolution of an hour or less. Accurate
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interpolation is even more problematic over mountainous terrain. A phenomenon
commonly called the “bubble effect” by helicopter pilots encapsulates the difficulties
associated with temperature predictions at a small scale in montane environments. High
DA, clear skies, and vegetation can cause an effect on mountain tops resulting in surface
temperatures 8 to 15 C° warmer than the same elevation outside of the bubble. The best
potential condition for a bubble effect is high mountain vegetated terrain under high
pressure (AFI 11-2H-1V3, 1999: 43).
Spatially distributed surface and near surface temperature over dynamic
topography varies spatially and temporally in complex ways and is difficult to measure at
landscape scales at tens of meters resolution. Fortunately microclimate research has been
conducted to develop methodologies to predict air temperature at high spatial resolution
(Bennie et al. 2010; Pape et al. 2009; Huld et al. 2006; Mahrt 2006; Chung and Yun
2004; Dodson and Marks 1997).

Unfortunately very few studies have been

accomplished on time scales shorter than a day (microweather). Standard adiabatic lapse
rate is the common backbone for vertical interpolation methods and is the procedure
currently employed by the helicopter pilot subjects investigated in this project. Chung
and Yun (2004) employed a solar irradiance correction scheme to a lapse rate corrected
inverse distance weighted (IDW) interpolation method and discovered a much reduced
error between predicted and observed hourly temperatures. Bennie et al. (2010) and
Mahrt (2006) considered not only lapse rate but vegetation and katabatic flow, although
their studies had a coarse diurnal temporal resolution.
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For this project temperatures were estimated through extrapolation from the origin
across the study areas using a simple standard adiabatic lapse rate of –2 C° / 1000 ft gain
in elevation. This rudimentary standard adiabatic lapse rate was used because extensive
data on weather conditions were not integrated with the susceptibility model in real-time
(or near real-time) and because it is the temperature estimation procedure currently
employed by the helicopter pilots under investigation. The potential exists for inclusion
of more robust data collection, input, and estimation techniques in a more sophisticated
version of this model. Below is the conversion equation used to determine DA based on
pressure altitude and temperature:
DA = PA + (120 TV)
DA = density altitude in ft
PA = pressure altitude in ft
120 = the change in DA for 1 C° deviation from standard temperature
TV = temperature variation from standard (15 C° at sea level)
= Outside Air Temperature (OAT) – {15 - [(PA in ft/1000 ft)*2]}
(HATS 1999: 2-17)

A constant standard day air pressure was assumed as existing across each study
area so pressure altitude in the equation could be equated with the DEM elevation values.
Extrapolated temperature maps for the study areas were then created based on the
standard adiabatic lapse rate. The following equation was used:
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Temperature = BST + [(DEM – BSE) * (- 1 C°/ 500 ft)]
BST = Base station temperature in C°
BSE = Base station elevation in ft
DEM = Digital elevation model in ft

These temperature maps were then placed into a second order polynomial equation that
mapped the 100% power threshold for the UH-1N helicopter. This equation is depicted
in graphic format in Figure 4.3 and is shown below in mathematical format:
Temperature = -4E-07PA2 - 0.001PA + 38.16

This final equation was entered into the ArcGIS raster calculator to map temperatures
that exceeded the threshold:
[Temperature] > -.0000004 * Pow([DEM], 2) - 0.001 * [DEM] + 38.16

Figure 4.4 shows the adiabatic extrapolation map for Study Area 4 based on a
single static takeoff temperature of 29°C at the base station (Balakot Airport,
Muzaffarabad, Pakistan) elevation of 1667 ft or 508 m
(wunderground.com/global/stations/41536.html?bannertypeclick=smalltemp). Figure 4.5
shows a map of the 100% power threshold for the Bell 212 helicopter in Study Area 4.
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Figure 4.4. A map of temperatures (C°) in Study Area 4.

Figure 4.5. A map of regions in Study Area 4 that allow less than 100% power
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An enhanced cartographic representation of helicopter range was considered.
PFPS incorporates range limits by graphically displaying a text warning box and
preventing the user from calculating figures in the proposed flight plan. There is no
symbology placed on the map itself. Although a simple circular range ring can be easily
calculated using a buffer function in any GIS, an enhanced function could adjust the
range circle by adjusting its shape according to winds. A wind adjusted range limit could
then be displayed cartographically using a mapped polygon whose outline shape is
determined by both the current airframe limitations (determined by actual fuel load and
consumption rates) and appropriately estimated real-time wind data. PFPS has a Winds
Aloft Tool that incorporates wind data for flight plan calculations, but it is not real time
capable and is insufficient for very low altitude, NOE-type flight. A vertical
interpolation between surface wind data and winds aloft may provide more accurate data
for very low flight altitudes in geographical regions where winds aloft data are available.
Wind data at small resolutions is subject to similar issues as temperature therefore
accurate prediction is difficult and should follow proven methodologies.
Distances to a maximum no wind, cruise fuel consumption rate, round trip range
of 240 km were delineated in the model as well as altitudes above the maximum ceiling
of 15,000 ft or 4,572 m. The range was calculated using a simple Euclidean distance
buffer and the ceiling was delineated by reclassifying the DEM. Figure 4.6 shows both
the ceiling and range limits in Study Area 4. The range is greater than most distances in
the study area so the limits are only visible in the far northwest corner.
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Range and

ceiling limits were not confronted in Study Areas 1-3 because they were much smaller in
overall size and drastically lower in elevation.

Figure 4.6. A map of the range and ceiling limits in Study Area 4. The range limit is
greater than the study area and is only barely visible as a black line in the northwest
corner of the map.

The final discrete cost map of airframe performance was compiled by combining
the power performance and absolute limits into a single coverage. Areas above the
maximum ceiling and areas that had 100% power or greater were set aside and the areas
with reduced power were subdivided into quantiles (eight equal area portions) based on a
linear range of power available. High power areas were given low cost and low power
areas were given a high cost. Since DA was extrapolated from a single base location
power costs had a direct negative correlation with the DEM values. Removed areas were
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reintroduced by assigning an exceptionally large value to areas above the maximum
ceiling and a zero cost value to those areas with 100% power or greater. The final
performance based discrete cost map is displayed in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 A map of discrete helicopter performance costs in Study Area 4.

The discrete cost map quantifying exposure first required that enemy observer
sensor locations be determined. It was assumed that the most likely location of an enemy
threat would be on developed areas or along the road network. These are probable threat
locations because of their correlation with human activity. Flight routes should avoid
developed areas as much as possible and seek areas of low population density (Pekelsma
1988). In order to incorporate the general exposure criterion two steps were followed.
Step one was a simple cost map based on Euclidean distance. The greater the distance
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from developed areas the lower the susceptibility cost. In other words: the farther away
the target is from the shooter the lower its chances of being hit. The second step of
overall exposure involved visual exposure. This is not a simple binary viewshed
calculation, but a continuous measure of the degree of visual exposure. Viewshed simply
determines whether a location is visible or not visible while visual exposure calculates
the number of times each map location (grid cell) is seen by a viewer location.
Distance to threat costs for Study Areas 1-3 were determined as an inverse
function of the distance to developed areas as determined in the NLCD by categories 2124. Costs for Study Area 4 were determined as an inverse function of the distance to
roads because the NLCD does not exist for Pakistan. Developed categories 21-24 were
isolated from the NLCD for Study Areas 1-3 and ArcMap‟s Euclidean Distance tool
under the Distance functions in the Spatial Analyst toolbox was used to measure the
distance from these cells. This same process was used for Study Area 4 except distances
were measured directly from the vector based road feature. The Euclidean Distance tool
allows for a raster or vector based source entity. The resulting continuous Euclidean
distance figures were divided into ten equal area categories, inverted, and numbered on a
cost scale from 1-10. Costs with a value of 1 were the furthest away from assumed
threats and those with a value of 10 were closest to threats. Figures 4.8 – 4.11 show the
distance to threat cost maps for all three areas.
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Figure 4.8. Map of the distance to threat costs in Study Area 1

Figure 4.9. Map of the distance to threat costs in Study Area 2
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Figure 4.10. Map of the distance to threat costs in Study Area 3

Figure 4.11. Map of the distance to threat costs in Study Area 4
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Visual exposure is influenced by topography, vegetation, weather, and man-made
impediments like buildings. The viewing height of the observers and the height of the
object being viewed are critical to accurate modeling. Loss of concealment offered by
deciduous trees when they shed their leaves may even be considered or the visual
suppression offered by a foggy atmosphere when the temperature and dew point are
within 2° C could be included. The basic model developed in this project was simplified
by only allowing for topography, height of the observers, and the height of the object
being viewed (a helicopter in flight). No individual tools exist in ArcMap for visibility so
the following map algebra expression in ArcMap was written to determine the visual
exposure of ground level features in Study Areas 1-3:
“Visibility (DEM, Observer layer, Point, Frequency)”
A slight change was made for Study Area 4 since the observer location was a line feature:
“Visibility (DEM, Observer layer, Line, Frequency)”.
The “DEM” term defines the Z-values for the obstructing layer while the “Observer
layer” contains the features used as observers. The “Point” or “Line” term communicates
the type of vector-based observation feature. An OFFSETA value in the observer‟s
feature attribute table sets the observer height above the DEM. For this model it was left
at the default of 1 m. This height is commensurate with an approximate sitting height of
an enemy observer. The “Frequency” term defined the content in the desired output map.
The output grid recorded the number of times each raster cell location could be seen by
the observation features. This frequency, often referred to as visual exposure (Berry
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2007), was recorded in the Value column in the output raster‟s attribute table. Earth
curvature was not included in the calculations but the option is available.
An advanced visual exposure parameter, OFFSETB, allowed for a “target at
height” solution that considered flying height on the viewing surface. To account for the
variable nature of 3D flight an OFFSETB value of 7.62 m (25 ft) and 15.24 m (50 ft) was
added to the observer‟s attribute table for two different AGL altitudes. The OFFSETB
item indicated a vertical distance in surface units to be added to the z-value of each cell
as it was considered for visibility. If an OFFSETB attribute exists in the feature attribute
table, its value is added to the surface z-value of each cell location when it is being
analyzed for visibility. Figure 4.12 – 4.14 shows a small clipped portion of Study Area 1
using the three different OFFSETB values representing flights at surface altitude (0 ft),
25 ft, and 50 ft AGL. The successive maps in Figures 4.12 – 4.14 show how the spatial
area and volume of visual exposure increases with increasing AGL altitude. The
magnitude of visual exposure “times seen” remains static because there are only five
observer locations within this small sample area.
Including the OFFSETB value in the visual exposure calculations more than
tripled computation times so only a small area was explored. A single OFFSETB
calculation for Study Area 4 ran for over 72 hours and was subsequently cancelled. To
reduce the extensive processing time involved with “target at height” solutions a bufferconstrained visual exposure map could be calculated from the threat locations only
throughout their effective range. The resultant map would also depict how much an
aircraft could be seen, but only within the range of enemy weapons. This solution was
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not an option for the low threat regions under investigation because the threats were
assumed to be very geographically prevalent throughout each area. Essentially the buffer
constrained visual exposure was not viable because the buffers overlapped to the degree
that they covered each entire study area.

Figure 4.12. A map of visual exposure at the surface (0 ft AGL) from five observer
locations (bottom left).
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Figure 4.13. A map of visual exposure at 25 ft AGL from five observer locations
(bottom left).

Figure 4.14. A map of visual exposure at 50 ft AGL from five observer locations
(bottom left).
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Ultimately, surface level visibility exposure maps were created for each entire
study area and used as the input for the model since they had the only practical
processing times (a maximum of 20.5 hours for Study Area 1). Raw visual exposure
maps were initially divided into ten equal area categories and numbered on a cost scale
from 1-10. Costs with a value of 1 were the least visible from assumed threats and those
with a value of 10 were most visible to threats. Figures 4.15 – 4.18 show the visual
exposure cost maps for Study Areas 1-4.

Figure 4.15. A map of visual exposure costs in Study Area 1.
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Figure 4.16. A map of visual exposure costs in Study Area 2.

Figure 4.17. A map of visual exposure costs in Study Area 3.
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Figure 4.18. A map of visual exposure costs in Study Area 4.

Exposure calculations may be additionally compounded by considerations of the
sun or moon angles and night time illumination. Susceptibility studies recommend that
routes be planned to maximize the concealment offered by shadows whether from the
sun, moon, or manmade lights. Although it appears that PFPS has this capability, the
manner in which the shadows are currently computed in Falconview is flawed. The
program creates two-dimensional surface ground shadows, which are not what is needed
by an aircraft attempting to fly in a three-dimensional non-illumination swath. This
method would not conceal a helicopter by routing it over shadowed terrain. It must route
the aircraft through the three-dimensional shadowed volume. Routing an aircraft over
shadows may even cause it to be highlighted because of a distinct visual contrast,
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opposite from what is desired. Modeling and incorporating three-dimensional, nonillumination corridors must consider the time of day and moon phase in order to optimize
night vision goggle capability design and the volume of the non-illumination swath.
Although these compounding exposure criterion are acknowledged they were not directly
incorporated into the basic model developed in this project. The manner in which 3D
flight was modeled in this project provides a framework to incorporate these issues in
future developments of this basic model and improve upon the inadequacies in PFPS.
A final exposure map was created for each study area by averaging the distance to
threat discrete cost map with the visual exposure cost map. Each input map was
weighted equally due to a lack of literature and consensus on which variable was more
imperative when determining susceptibility costs. The resulting exposure maps are
shown in Figures 4.19 – 4.22.
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Figure 4.19. A map of the total susceptibility (exposure) costs for Study Area 1.

Figure 4.20. A map of the total susceptibility (exposure) costs for Study Area 2.
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Figure 4.21. A map of the total susceptibility (exposure) costs for Study Area 3.

Figure 4.22. A map of the total susceptibility (exposure) costs for Study Area 4.
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The airframe performance map and the exposure map, both calibrated into equal
area, relative cost surfaces based on a scale from 1-10, can be combined into a single total
relative discrete cost map that indicates relative preference for planning a route at every
location in each study area. This important final step would require additional subjective
judgment when discerning the relative value of the input criteria. Judgments would hinge
upon extremely variable real-time weather and time issues, threat updates, and mission
changes. A model would need to account for subjective priority adjustments since it is
difficult to place a solid number on the importance of helicopter performance when
weighed against exposure. For this project only exposure was included while
performance was omitted so no decision was necessary. Based on collected
temperatures, elevations and range, aircraft performance was only influential in Study
Area 4 and was therefore omitted as a final component in this project. Only exposure
was included because it could be accessed across all four study areas.
A cost distance surface was generated from both the departure point and the target
location and summed to create an accumulated cost surface to identify the best corridors.
The origin for each of the three familiar areas was the standard home base takeoff point
while the origin chosen for Pakistan was a local airport. The destination for all four areas
was qualitatively chosen at a location that required a sufficient travel distance from the
origin over variable terrain to a location that was commensurate with a potential combat
mission. The Corridor tool under the Distance feature in ArcMap‟s Spatial Analyst
Toolbox was used to create the corridors. The results were divided into seven equal area
categories of susceptibility from lowest to highest cost. Green colors represent low cost
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corridors while red shades depict higher cost regions. The yellow color shows a middle
level susceptibility cost. Maps of these corridors are shown in Figures 4.23 – 4.26.
Deriving the steepest path across this accumulated susceptibility cost surface
finalized the creation of a single optimized route. The series of lowest values on the total
susceptibility surface identified the best route. ArcMap‟s Spatial Analyst Cost Path tool
was used. This tool determines the path from a destination point (target) to a source
(origin) using results from the Cost Distance or Path Distance functions. Optimum
susceptibility reduction routes are shown within in the least cost susceptibility corridors
in Figures 4.23 - 4.26. Straightening conversions can be implemented to eliminate the
abrupt “zig-zag” pattern of the route caused by the Least Cost Path (LCP) method (Berry
2007). This step was not accomplished since this project focused exclusively on the
corridors and not the exact routes.
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Figure 4.23. A map of the susceptibility cost corridors (25% transparent) and the least
cost route superimposed over the total susceptibility discrete cost map for Study Area 1.

Figure 4.24. A map of the susceptibility cost corridors (20% transparent) and the least
cost route superimposed over the total susceptibility discrete cost map for Study Area 2.
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Figure 4.25. A 15% transparent map of the susceptibility cost corridors and the least cost
route superimposed over the total susceptibility discrete cost surface for Study Area 3.

Figure 4.26. A map of the susceptibility cost corridors (25% transparent) and the least
cost route superimposed over the total susceptibility discrete cost map for Study Area 4.
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Assumptions
Models are simplified representations of reality and are established upon basic
assumptions. The primary underlying assumption of this model was the location of
enemy threats. This fundamental aspect of susceptibility studies drives all the basic
calculations. Threats were assumed to be coincident with all developed areas as
classified by the NLCD in Study Areas 1-3 and coincident with the roads in Study Area
4. This is commensurate with the general guidelines of low level tactical flight route
planning that urge planners to avoid flying along roads and over built up areas.
Although anthropologically developed space is captured in the NLCD and
through road network data, it does not correspond to actual occupied space. Estimated
population data as provided by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory LandScan database or
proxy measures like the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Operational
Linescan System (OLS) night time lights imagery could be used to help determine higher
threat regions and as an additional and or alternate detectability measure. The
LandScanTM Dataset comprises a worldwide population database compiled on a 30" x 30"
latitude/longitude grid. Population counts (at sub-national level) were apportioned to
each grid cell based on likelihood coefficients, which were based on proximity to roads,
slope, land cover, nighttime lights, and other information. The DMSP OLS night time
lights imagery comprises a near worldwide night time imagery database compiled on a
30" x 30" latitude/longitude grid. The cloud-free composites used in Figures 4.26 – 4.28
and Figure 4.32 were made using all the available archived data for year 2008 by satellite
number 16. It contains the lights from cities, towns, and other sites with persistent
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lighting, including gas flares. Ephemeral events, such as fires were discarded.
Background noise was identified and replaced with values of zero. Data values range
from 1-63 for the entire database.
When employing these alternate threat location measures a preliminary
investigation showed a visual correlation between developed space and occupied space.
Figures 4.27 – 4.32 show the year 2001 NLCD developed categories (21-24) in Study
Areas 1-3 overlaid on the year 2008 DMSP night time lights imagery and year 2008
LandScan data layers. Figures 4.33 – 4.34 show the road network in Study Area 4
overlaid upon the year 2008 DMSP night time lights imagery and year 2008 LandScan
data layer. A stark contrast is exposed between the intense lights and low population in
Study Areas 1-3 and the dim lights and high population in Study Area 4. Any future
iterations of this susceptibility model that attempt to incorporate DMSP night time lights
or LandScan data needs to consider this discrepancy.
Unfortunately human occupied space does not directly correspond to enemy
occupied space in a low threat combat environment. Much of the population may not be
hostile toward helicopter flights. Although Pekelsma (1988) recommended flying in
areas of low population density as an improvement to his model, his work was defined by
very different high threat, conventional war environment. Furthermore, the LandScan
and DMSP data is far from real-time in terms of spatial resolution. Although
incorporation of these data in the model was explored it was not ultimately used because
of its coarse temporal and spatial resolution (approximately 1 km) and speculative
relationship with potential threats. Even if included as a general input into the model, the
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low population densities in Study Areas 1-3 rendered its contribution relatively
inconsequential as seen in Figures 4.27 – 4.32. DMSP data may be more applicable to
night flight applications of this model.
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Figure 4.27. A map of NLCD developed areas (categories 21-24) over DMSP OLS
night time lights in Study Area 1.

Figure 4.28. A map of NLCD developed areas (categories 21-24) over LandScan
population data in Study Area 1. Source: LandScan 2008TM, ORNL, UT-Battelle,
LLC
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Figure 4.29. A map of NLCD developed areas (categories 21-24) over DMSP OLS
night time lights in Study Area 2.

Figure 4.30. A map of NLCD developed areas (categories 21-24) over LandScan
population data in Study Area 2. Source: LandScan 2008TM, ORNL, UT-Battelle,
LLC
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Figure 4.31. A map of NLCD developed areas (categories 21-24) over DMSP OLS
night time lights in Study Area 3.

Figure 4.32. A map of NLCD developed areas (categories 21-24) over LandScan
population data in Study Area 3. Source: LandScan 2008TM, ORNL, UT-Battelle,
LLC
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Figure 4.33. A map of the road network over night time lights in Study Area 4.

Figure 4.34. A map of the road network over LandScan population data in Study
Area 4. Source: LandScan 2008TM, ORNL, UT-Battelle, LLC
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Threats were furthermore assumed to be uniform in type and magnitude. These
assumptions were based upon a generalized threat environment inherent with a low threat
combat situation characterized by erratic small arms and Man Portable Air Defense
Systems (MANPADS) Surface to Air Missiles (SAMs).
Since they are nearly nonexistent in 3 of the 4 study areas, concealment offered
by trees or buildings was not calculated. The geographic and complex three-dimensional
geometric characteristics of a heavily forested or urbanized environment are not
encapsulated by this model due to the lack of very high spatial resolution data and slow
processing speeds. Subsequently the altitude acronyms AGL (Above Ground Level) and
AHO (Above Highest Obstacle) are assumed to be synonymous in this model context
since the only obstacle in the model is the topographic surface. Adjustments to this basic
model that add tree canopy or building structure volumetric data to the DEM topography
can transform the notion of AGL into AHO. These criteria can become exceeding
complex if the visual exposure from building surfaces, doors, and windows is
contemplated. Weather was likewise removed as a variable in the model as a determinant
of both performance and exposure due to real-time or near real-time data issues.
The final assumption is that the model was designed for a single insertion or
extraction-type mission and not multiple reoccurring and regularly scheduled resupplytype missions. The routes and corridors are intended for a single incident type response
and not numerous scheduled flights. Therefore the algorithms developed in this model do
not consider the predictability inherent in multiple missions between a static origin and
destination. They are designed for a one time response to a single incident location.
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Parameterization
Calibration
A consistent scale of susceptibility cost was developed according to the confines
of each individual study area. Each study area was divided into ten categories of cost
classification using quantiles. This is an equal area allocation that divides the range of
data so that each class has an equal number of grid cells. The size and threat
characteristics of each study area consequently determined a customized geographic
pattern of calibration. This calibration method allowed for a standardized measure of
susceptibility cost as dictated by the geographic circumstances of the particular area of
operations. Using this method the raw susceptibility costs associated with one area of
operations cannot be directly compared to another area since they are defined by the
character of the area itself and not by a universal standard. Conversely, the routing
choices made by planners can be compared from one study area to another because there
is an equal cost opportunity based on the ten equal area categories for each study area. A
route planner has the same amount of preference costs regardless of the study area. The
costs are simply distributed in differing equal area geographic patterns from one study
area to another.
This equal area distribution of relative costs paradigm is exemplified in the
distance from threats cost categories which exist at different raw distances for each study
area. For instance, the middle distance cost category “5” in Study Area 4 begins at
approximately 5,600 m from threats while in Study Area 3 it begins at only 254 m. The
cost categories are not calibrated to distinct enemy threat ranges, but to costs relative to
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the study area geography. Raw distances to threat costs are much higher for study areas
with a larger ratio of NLCD developed cells. Study Area 3 has a higher raw distance to
threat cost than Study Area 1 or 4 simply because its NLCD developed cells are more
prevalent and widely distributed in a linear-based grid from north to south and east to
west at one mile intervals (section lines). Two lane dirt or paved roads exist nearly every
mile on cardinal directions in Study Area 3.
Visual exposure cost categories are likewise different from one study area to
another. Cost category “10” in Study Area 4 includes values 20-163 while in Study Area
3 it includes values 175-2523. Raw visual exposure costs are much higher for areas that
have many assumed observer locations and little intervening topography. Mountainous
Pakistan has a single cell that was seen by 163 observer locations while relatively flat
Study Area 3 has a single cell that was seen by 2,523 observers even though both cells
were categorized with a relative visual exposure cost of “10”. In both distance to threats
and visual exposure Study Area 3 is very high in raw costs while Study Area 4 is low.
An equal area calibration is not linear and does not translate into a cost value of
“2” as being twice as costly as a value of “1”. The calibration is established on an ordinal
scale and simply means that when dividing the available geographic space into equal area
categories, a value of “1” is the most preferable space for routing and a value of “10” is
the least preferable in terms of spatially relative susceptibility costs. A value of “2” is
simply a greater cost than a value of “1”, but the exact amount of difference is
indeterminate using equal area divisions. The susceptibility cost between categories is
not on an interval scale when using equal area (quantile) divisions. This method for
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calibration was chosen so that subject route choice could be compared from one study
area to another regardless of the exact quantitative susceptibility costs encountered.
These costs vary substantially from one study area to another and a common overlay
picture based on equal area cost preference gave each subject a standardized ordinal scale
from which to make route choices. Since routes are created spatially according to the
rational actor paradigm, a spatial based cost preference calibration was a simple and
appropriate technique to develop and display the accumulated cost surface. Route
planners should minimize susceptibility no matter where they are planning to fly by
maximizing their distance from threats and minimizing visual exposure.
An equal area calibration is not recommended for the actual implementation of
this model and was instituted in this project to facilitate testing across the study areas
when comparing conventional and GIS-aided flight planning routes (Chapter 5 and 6).
Subjects were presented with each study area divided into equally sized ordinal cost
categories giving them the same spatial opportunity for susceptibility expenditure
regardless of which particular study area they were instructed to plan a route.

Weighting
Weighting of the relative importance of individual map layers was held equal.
Influence of both the distance to threats layer and the visual exposure layer were
balanced, although in reality weighted priorities could change based on weather, time
issues, threat updates and mission changes. Since this was a basic model, designed to
illustrate the potential of a general operational analysis system, conflicting cost
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constraints were not systematically accessed. Discerning the relative value of distance
away from threats vs. visual exposure to threats, or on a more broad scale, helicopter
performance vs. exposure, would rest upon a multitude of exceedingly variable inputs
that are impracticable to quantify. Mooney and Winstanley (2006) review the many
problems associated with multicriteria shortest path problems (MSPPs) although their
evolutionary algorithm (EA) solution is limited to network-based travel. Until a solution
can be found for continuous surfaces, a function in the operational interface of this model
should allow for the user to adjust weighting based on subjective judgments.

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analysis involved assessing the relative influence of each of the map
layers comprising the spatial model. Since both input layers were initially weighted
equally the standard unit of change used to induce a change into the model was to double
the weight of one input. The weight of the distance to threat layer was doubled and the
visual exposure layer was held constant. The same procedure was then applied to the
visual exposure layer while the distance to threat layer was held constant. Figures 4.34 –
4.37 show the optimum susceptibility cost saving route under the differing weights. It is
visually evident that the model was not very sensitive to relative weight changes to the
input criteria in all study areas except Study Area 1. Doubling either input altered the
optimum route slightly in Study Areas 2-4, but still resulted in routes that remained
within the base model‟s optimum cost corridor. In Study Area 1, the route was very
sensitive to changes in the weight of the input criteria. When distance to threats was
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valued at twice that of visual exposure the optimum route went far to the south of the
equally weighted optimum route and well outside the base model‟s optimum corridor.
The unbalanced distribution of the threat locations in Study Area 1 when compared to the
other study areas is the root cause. A lack of sensitivity consensus toward the weight of
either input criteria across the study areas supports their balanced consideration by the
general model produced in this project.

Figure 4.34. Cartographic comparison of induced changes in route alignment (sensitivity
analysis) for Study Area 1.
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Figure 4.35. Cartographic comparison of induced changes in route alignment (sensitivity
analysis) for Study Area 2.

Figure 4.36. Cartographic comparison of induced changes in route alignment (sensitivity
analysis) for Study Area 3.
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Figure 4.37. Cartographic comparison of induced changes in route alignment (sensitivity
analysis) for Study Area 4.
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Chapter Five: Model Validation – Conventional Route Planning
Introduction
Model validation is the process used to determine whether the algorithms
developed in the spatial model represent what is intended to be modeled in the real world.
Modeling susceptibility to optimize route planning involves reducing visual exposure and
increasing distance from potential threats as detailed in Chapter 4. Cartographically the
model appears to meet its intended purpose for the four study areas under investigation.
Determining whether the susceptibility model provides a reasonable representation of the
processes and spatial interactions of the real world tactical flight planning phenomena is
more difficult to access since the real world process is subject to the variability in human
decision making. Even when the enigmatic conventional flight planning process is
standardized through compulsory instructions, various human interpretations, skill levels,
personal preferences and overruling decisions as a result of unforeseen circumstances
result in extremely variable flight routes.
This chapter will investigate the general spatial character of the real world
conventional flight planning phenomena and examine whether it is influenced by specific
attributes of the individual planners: experience level, expertise, familiarity with the
environment, time to plan, or age. Gender was discarded as a variable because only one
subject was female. Direction, distance, density, and human variability analyses were
performed to quantify the spatial character of the conventionally produced routes. These
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routes were then further examined by quantifying them relative to the results of the
susceptibility model. Total susceptibility, visual exposure, and distance to threat costs
were calculated for the conventionally planned flight routes to provide additional
measures of their spatial character.

Methodology
The subjects investigated were military helicopter pilots that were qualified as
mission flight planners. The total number of subjects was 46, nine of whom were tested
twice, once in July 2008 and again in October 2009 in an attempt to capture a
rudimentary measure of human variability. Each was tested at their home base location
on a voluntary basis. The sampling method used was to test every subject that was
available during the 1-2 day testing period. Testing periods were coordinated to access
the maximum number of subjects at each location.
The field test conducted in July of 2008 asked that each subject generate one
flight route plan for each of two areas, one in Pakistan (a geographic location foreign to
the subjects) and one for their home area using Portable Flight Planning Software (PFPS)
and conventional flight planning procedures. The field test conducted in October of 2009
requested that subjects create a total of four flight plan routes each. Each subject
generated two route plans for Pakistan, one using the conventional method and another
using PFPS and the susceptibility model detailed in Chapter 4 as a decision aid. Using
the same paradigm two more routes were created by each subject for their home area.
The forms used for data collection in both 2008 and 2009 are displayed in Appendix B.
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Routes created using the using the susceptibility model as a decision aid are analyzed in
Chapter 6.
A total of 104 individual flight plan routes were created using PFPS and
conventional planning techniques. Division of these 104 routes into individual study
areas is indicated in Figures 5.1-5.4. The flight route plans consisted of polylines and
visual turn point objects that represented the horizontal dimensions of the planned lowlevel flight routes for potential helicopter missions from an origin (departure point) to a
destination (landing point). The origin and destination that anchored the routes for each
study area remained static and were identical to the locations that were used in the
susceptibility model in Chapter 4. Subjects were directed to plan one way flight routes
(origin to destination) for Study Areas 1-3 and round trip flight routes for Pakistan (origin
to destination and back to the origin).
A variety of planning errors were made by six subjects while another 16 subjects
failed to execute the exact planning instructions. Errors with incorrect origin and/or
target coordinates were the most egregious. Mistakes are listed below:
-

12 Pakistan routes (24%) were improperly planned for one way travel and not
round trip as instructed

-

4 Pakistan routes (8%) had incorrect origin coordinates

-

3 Pakistan routes (6%) had incorrect target coordinates
-

-

One of these 3 routes appears to have left out the target coordinates

2 of the 7 Pakistan routes with incorrect anchor coordinates (origin or target)
had both the origin and target incorrect
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-

1 route from Study Area 2 had incorrect target coordinates

-

4 routes from Study Area 3 were improperly planned for a full round trip
when instructed to plan for one way

Mistakes were considered on an individual basis and either omitted or included
depending upon the particular analysis method used. For example, Pakistan routes that
only had incorrect origins could not be used for the origin directional analysis, but could
still be used for the target directional analysis. Pakistan routes were divided into one way
and round trip and then investigated.
The Host Aviation Resource Manager (HARM) from each base provided the
following aspatial attribute data for their respective subjects:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Home base (Study Area 1, 2 or 3)
Total hours in flight (a measure of experience)
Total months on flying status (a 2nd measure of experience)
Aeronautical rating as a pilot, mission pilot, instructor pilot, or evaluator pilot
(a measure of expertise)
5) Time on station in months (a measure of familiarity)
6) Age in years
7) Time to create mission flight route in minutes
These data were captured on the same day that the tests were conducted except for the 11
subjects from Study Area 2 that were tested in 2009. These subjects were tested on 13
October but their associated data was not provided by the HARM until 5 November. The
23-day delay may have injected some slightly elevated numbers. Retroactive data can
not be extracted from the HARM database.
Summary descriptive statistics for the aspatial attribute predictor variables are
displayed in table 5.1. The mean subject can be described as a 28 year old with about
910 flight hours, 4 years flying experience and nearly a year and a half on station. It took
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him about 13 minutes to plan a flight route at home and 24 minutes to plan at the foreign
location in Pakistan. The median subject is nearly two years younger, has fewer hours in
flight, fewer months on flying status, less time on station, and took less time to plan
routes at home and in Pakistan. The mean is larger in each measurement because of the
presence of a small number of much older and highly experienced subjects in supervisory
positions that skew the data to the right.
Variable
n
Mean
Std Dev Median
Flight Hours
55
909.8
740.2
796.8
Months Flying
55
49.3
38.4
39
Time on Station in months
55
16.8
11.5
15
Age in years
55
27.9
4.1
26
Time to create foreign route plan in minutes
49
24.4
16.6
20
Time to create home route plan in minutes
55
13.2
8.5
13
Table 5.1. Summary descriptive statistics for the ratio-level aspatial predictor variables
Overall descriptive statistics were calculated for vector directions, vector distance
and sinuosity, while the route density and human variability were cartographically
investigated. The conventionally planned routes were also analyzed in relation to the
GIS-enabled susceptibility model discrete cost surfaces. Total costs, visual exposure
costs, distance to threat costs, and total raster distance costs were calculated. Potential
relationships between the aspatial attribute variables and the spatial route character were
explored using a simple linear correlation technique.
The following were used as attribute predictor variables:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Home base (x1)
Flight hours as a measure of experience (x2)
Months in flying status as a measure of experience (x3)
Aeronautical rating as a measure of expertise (x4)
Time on station as a measure of familiarity (x5)
Age (x6)
Time to create route in minutes as a measure of effort (x7)
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The following were used as the route spatial character response variables:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Initial takeoff divergence from a straight line (DSL) route (y1)
Target landing divergence from a straight line (DSL) route (y2)
Circular form (y3)
Route distance (y4)
Route sinuosity (y5)
Linear coincident count (y6), ratio
Total susceptibility cost (y7), ratio
Visual exposure cost (y8), ratio
Distance to threat cost (y9), ratio

Assumptions
The initial planned takeoff direction for all flights was assumed to be into the
prevailing wind. This is the recommended flight procedure. After reaching a minimum
safe speed and altitude a turn is tacitly made toward the first planned turn point.
Generally this initial takeoff direction is omitted from flight plans since the distance
traveled is negligible and the wind at the exact time of takeoff is difficult to predict. The
initial takeoff direction into the wind was not considered as a segment of the route plan.
Subjects effectively planned for a no wind scenario. An identical line of reasoning was
applied to the target landing zone. The final turn into the wind at the destination was
likewise not analyzed because it was considered to be a minor and an exceedingly
dynamic route adjustment for preflight planning purposes.
Altitudes for flight were assumed to be planned at the absolute minimum possible.
Training flights are restricted to no lower than 50 ft Above the Ground Level (AGL), but
actual missions have no restrictions on minimum altitude. All figures used in the analysis
include only the horizontal distances planned and not distances in the vertical dimension
since this is not normally a robustly calculated feature of preflight planning. Subjects
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simply expect to attempt to fly at the minimum possible safe altitude given real time
conditions.
Flights were also planned with an assumption of day time conditions and clear
weather sufficiently compatible for Visual Flight Rules (VFR) flight. Temperatures
across the study area, along with the fuel load, passenger load, and cargo load, was
assumed to be within allowable airframe limits for the simulated mission.

Figure 5.1. A map of all the 19 conventionally planned flight routes for Study Area 1.
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Figure 5.2. A map of all the 23 conventionally planned flight routes for Study Area 2.

Figure 5.3. A map of all the 13 conventionally planned flight routes for Study Area 3.
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Figure 5.4. A map of all the 49 conventionally planned flight routes for Study Area 4.

Directional Analysis
This section investigated the spatial characteristics of planned initial takeoff and
final landing directions. Although prior research has been accomplished using directional
statistics in transportation, no published work could be found that uses directional
statistics to investigate flight route behavior. The most common geographic use of
directional statistics is in sedimentology (Barber 1988: 114; O‟Sullivan and Unwin 2002:
152). Ecologists also utilize what they term Directional Data (DD) (Mardia 1972; Arnold
and SenGupta 2006). Some current work in road-based vehicular mobility behavior has
some procedural overlap into flight route planning behavior (Viera et al. 2007).
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Route direction at origin and destination were summarized through calculation of
the circular variance and directional mean at both locations for all four study areas. A
proximity comparison, called the divergence from straight line (DSL), was also
calculated between the planned directions and the straight line direction between the
anchor points (origin and destination) for every route to create suitable interval data for
the aspatial associative analysis. DSL was calculated by summing the difference in
degrees between each route‟s direction and the straight line direction. Figure 5.5
graphically portrays the concept of DSL. The raw DSL was subsequently altered into an
absolute value DSL that dropped the directional sign of the divergence and a total DSL
figure that integrated both the origin and destination absolute DSLs. Alterations from the
raw DSL were performed to eliminate the direction of divergence and isolate the
magnitude. Without the incorporation of an absolute value DSL the positive and negative
values have a profound canceling effect on each other.
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Figure 5.5. This simplified diagram shows how the Divergence from Straight Line
(DSL) figure was calculated at the origin and target.

The Pakistan Study Area offered an opportunity for an additional and unique
directional measurement since 37 routes were planned for a full round trip. The general
circular form of their entire travel route behavior was investigated by recording the
simple circular nature of their route defined as clockwise or counterclockwise from the
origin. Because four subjects from Study Area 3 mistakenly planned round trip routes
they were also included in the circular form analysis.
The focus of the directional analysis was to summarize the nature of the data and
to compare results across different study areas and aspatial subject attribute variables.
The goal was to quantify the difference in results between geographic areas and nonspatial attribute variables, look for relationships, and subjectively weigh this against
published susceptibility literature for route selection. Discoveries may help expose
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behavioral proclivities and determine how well subjects are following published guidance
to ultimately prepare for overall mission success. Predictable flight route patterns have
been a well documented concern in air warfare planning and operations. The general
questions asked were:
-

Are subjects avoiding a direct routing to the objective?

-

How predictable are their initial and final routes?

-

Are any differences in route character associated with the aspatial subject
attribute variables?

Although it is suspected that subjects are avoiding an objective and mathematical direct
routing, the degree of divergence from a direct route is suspected to be minor. This
minimal divergence signifies predictable behavior which can have detrimental
consequences in a combat environment. Because of common standards and training it is
expected that there are no significant spatial differences in the route character when
routes are examined according to the aspatial subject attribute variables.
The vector lines emanating from the takeoff point (origin) were separated into
directions and investigated using directional statistics. These are considered extremely
critical route planning choices because of the non-covert nature of virtually all aircraft
basing (AFI11-2H-1V3, 1999: 85). This same procedure was employed for the vectors
from the final turn point (initial point or IP) to the final destination targeted landing point.
These are also considered very critical route choices because of the non-covert nature of
the target (AFI 11-2H-1V3, 1999: 85). Figures 5.6 – 5.13 cartographically show the
origin and destination segments investigated for each study area.
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Figure 5.6. Map of Study Area 1 shown with the 19 initial route segments in black
and the DM of 135º shown with a bright blue-green hue

Figure 5.7. Map of Study Area 2 shown with the 23 initial route segments in black
and the DM of 25º shown with a bright blue-green hue
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Figure 5.8. Map of Study Area 3 shown with the 13 initial route segments in black
and the DM of 307º shown with a bright blue-green hue

Figure 5.9. Map of Study Area 4 shown with the 45 initial route segments in black
and the DM of 327º shown with a bright blue-green hue
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Figure 5.10. Map of Study Area 1 shown with the 19 final route segments in black
and the DM of 122º shown with a bright blue-green hue

Figure 5.11. Map of Study Area 2 shown with the 23 final route segments in black
and the DM of 74º shown with a bright blue-green hue
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Figure 5.12. Map of Study Area 3 shown with the 13 final route segments in black
and the DM of 249º shown with a bright blue-green hue

Figure 5.13. Map of Study Area 4 shown with the 47 final route segments in black
and the DM of 329º shown with a bright blue-green hue
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The Linear Directional Mean tool in ArcMap‟s Spatial Statistics toolbox was used
to summarize the spatial patterns of the initial route paths from the origin and of the final
paths to the target in all four study areas. This tool identifies the general or most
preferred (mean) direction (DM) for a set of lines and the circular variance (CV). The
circular variance is a measure of the degree of variability in the preferred directions and
is reported as a range from 0 to 1. A value of 0 is calculated when all the directional
measurements are coincident and there is zero variability. A value of 1 is indicates the
maximum degree of variability.
ArcMap uses the conventional mathematical and engineering frame of reference
to calculate and report a relative bearing (based on due east as 0 and a counterclockwise
count) and not the conventional geographic frame of reference (based on true north as 0
and a clockwise count) so an interpretation of the ArcMap output was required.
Calculations are summarized in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3.
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For all four study areas combined and weighted equally, the maximum CV from
the origin was 0.32 and the minimum was 0.11. The CV range was thus 0.21 and the
mean was 0.25. The DM has no inherent significance until it is compared to some
reference. In this project, the DM was compared to the straight line direction between the
origin and destination and assigned a value corresponding to its directional proximity to
this straight line directional reference, called divergence from straight line (DSL). Figure
5.5 illustrates the concept of DSL. The mean of the DMs for all four areas from the
origin was within -4° or -2.2% (left) of the straight line directions between the origins
and destinations.
For all four study areas combined and weighted equally, the maximum CV to the
target was 0.79 and the minimum was 0.41. The CV range was thus 0.38 and the mean
was 0.54. The mean of the DMs for all four areas to the target was within -8.8° or -4.9%
(left) of the straight line directions between the origins and destinations.
All 202 initial and final planned route raw DSLs were treated as sovereign entities
to analyze the divergence totals irrespective of the anchor point and individual study area.
The mean total raw DSL was calculated to be -1.68º or -0.9%. Greater raw DSL standard
deviations were seen for the target locations as compared to the takeoff points overall, for
each individual study area, and when the common study area routes (those created for
Pakistan) were separated according to the home base of the subject. Median figures
indicate a directional pattern of divergence to the left of the straight line while a positive
skew is found for every consolidated grouping. Results of individual measurement
anchor points and the various vector groupings are shown in Table 5.4.
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DSL was further investigated by dividing it into its component parts. Magnitude
was exclusively examined by calculating the absolute value of the raw DSL. This
eliminated the reduction in magnitude of the divergence caused by the counteracting
effect of the positive (right) and negative (left) raw directions of the DSL when they are
statistically combined to create measures of central tendency. Table 5.5 summarizes the
direction of the DSL across study areas, according to home base, anchor point, and as a
whole. Table 5.6 summarizes the magnitudes of the corresponding absolute value DSLs.
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The DSL directions for the home (familiar) area total and the Pakistan (foreign)
study area indicate a tendency for vectors from and to the anchor points that are left of
the straight line direction. Overall, and for both the home and foreign locations, 57% of
the subjects favored left of straight line and only 38-39% planned to the right. The left
preference is more pronounced for the initial takeoff than it is for the final targeted
landing.
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The mean total magnitude absolute DSL was calculated at 46.75º. This number
represents the total mean magnitude of DSL from both the origin and destination
irrespective of the study area. Greater magnitude DSL means, standard deviations and
medians were present for the target locations as compared to the takeoff points for every
study area and when all study areas were consolidated except for the medians in Study
Area 2. Means exceed medians in 22 of the 27 DSL groupings (81%) suggesting the
presence of a few highly influential and exceptionally divergent magnitudes. Only a very
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slight increase in standard deviation is shown for the foreign location when compared to
the home total.
The circular form of the round trip conventional routes is summarized in Table
5.7. Only 35 of the 37 round trip routes for Pakistan are summarized because two routes
were planned as a straight line from the origin directly to the target and directly back to
the origin. A round trip directional form could not be determined for these two routes
because they do not have any circular form.

The strength of simple linear associations discovered between the aspatial
attribute predictor and direction-based spatial character response variables are
summarized in Table 5.8 for the common testing location of Pakistan and in Tables 5.95.11 for Study Areas 1-3. The familiarity predictor attribute variable, TOS, was not
included in Table 5.8 (Pakistan) since it a measure used only for the home study areas.
Table 5.12 has the totals for all the home study areas combined.
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Distance Analysis
The distance analysis investigated simple distance and sinuosity (sinuosity =
straight line distance / actual distance). Sinuosity values can range from 0-1. A straight
line has a value of 1while more circuitous routes have values that approach 0. The
Pakistan Study Area offered another opportunity for a unique linear measure since 37
routes were planned for a full round trip. The general linear form of their entire travel
route behavior was investigated using a linear coincident count (LCC). Because four
subjects from Study Area 3 mistakenly planned round trip routes they were also included
in the linear form analysis. Tables 5.13 and 5.14 show the summary measures for
distance and sinuosity.

The general circular form of each of the 37 round trip routes was investigated by
recording the number times each route had any coincident segment points, called a linear
coincident count (LCC). Only 35 of the 37 round trip routes for Pakistan are summarized
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because two routes were planned as a straight line from the origin directly to the target
and directly back to the origin. An infinite LCC characterizes these fully coincident
routes. The linear coincident count (LLC) was made whenever a portion of a route
crossed over itself. Circular routes have a count of 0 while a “figure 8” form has a count
of 1. Figure 5.14 has generalized route forms that visually reveal the LCC concept.

Over half of the Pakistan routes had a LLC of 0 while 71% had a count of 1 or
less. All the routes from Study Area 3 had a LLC of 0. LCC summary figures are shown
in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15. Linear coincident, y6, count frequency diagram
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The strength of associations discovered between the aspatial attribute predictor
and distance-based spatial character response variables are summarized in Table 5.15 for
the common testing location of Pakistan and in Tables 5.16-5.18 for Study Areas 1-3.
The familiarity predictor variable was not included in Table 5.15 (Pakistan) since it a
measure used only for the home study areas. LCC figures were not included in Table
5.18 (Study Area 3) because there was no variability. Table 5.19 has the sinuosity totals
for all the home study areas combined.
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Route Density Analysis
The Kernel Density tool in ArcMap‟s Spatial Analyst toolbox was used to map
the density of the flight route paths. This tool calculates a magnitude per unit area from
the polyline flight route features using a kernel function to fit a smoothly tapered surface
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to each line. The search radius (bandwidth) chosen within which to calculate route
density for each study area was double the shortest of the width or height of the extent of
each study areas conventional route features divided by 30. This search radius algorithm
allowed for standardized comparisons across study areas and an output that was easy to
visually interpret and discern a pattern. It was initially anchored for the study area with
the largest extent of routes (Pakistan). The initial anchor for the search radius here was
set at approximately 6,000 meters, the maximum range of an SA-14 Man Portable Air
Defense (MANPAD) Surface to Air Missile (SAM). This is the enemy weapon in a low
threat combat environment with the longest range. Study areas with smaller extents
subsequently had a shorter search radius down to a minimum of about 2,300 meters for
Study Areas 1, 2 and 3. This radius is roughly commensurate with the maximum
effective range of .50 caliber automatic weapons. These threats are more probable in
Study Areas 1-3. Density maps for all four study areas are displayed in Figures 5.165.19.
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Figure 5.16. A kernel density map of all the conventionally planned flight routes in
Study Area 1.

Figure 5.17. A kernel density map of all the conventionally planned flight routes for
Study Area 2.
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Figure 5.18. A kernel density map of all the conventionally planned flight routes for
Study Area 3.

Figure 5.19. A kernel density map of all the conventionally planned flight routes for
Study Area 4.
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Cost Analysis
The susceptibility cost analysis was comprised of one combined assessment and
three individual analyses. The separate analyses used three different susceptibility
currencies: route total distance, visual exposure, and distance to threats. Route costs were
calculated by converting the vector routes into raster routes, overlaying and multiplying
each route by the individual and combined currency discrete cost surfaces, and summing
the results for each route. The raster routes had the same spatial resolution as their
respective cost surface. The surfaces used for the calculations were identical to those
developed in Chapter 4. Since the procedures used in their construction resulted in
surfaces that had equal area allocations of cost, computations resulted in figures that were
proportionally equal in their opportunity for susceptibility expenditure across all study
areas. Raw costs were subsequently altered into ratios that were calculated by dividing
the route distance by the route cost. This ratio in combination with the equal area
allocations of discrete cost standardized the cost measurements and allowed for relative
comparisons irrespective of the study area and the distance traveled. The ratio is
essentially a measure of economic efficiency. A value close to “1” is very efficient while
values close to “0.1” are inefficient. Values can not be lower than “0.1” because the
maximum cost value of an individual cell on every cost surface is “10.” Combined costs
are shown in Table 5.20, while tables 5.21 – 5.23 summarize the results for the individual
susceptibility currencies.
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The Pakistan Study Area had an additional cost factor developed in Chapter 4
based on the maximum allowable altitude (ceiling). This study area had 17.5% of its
terrain above the ceiling, while the other three areas had no terrain that exceeded airframe
ceiling limits. This ceiling cost factor was removed for cost calculations so that
comparisons could be made among all four study areas. Nearly 88% of the conventional
Pakistan route plans passed over this high elevation terrain and exceeded the airframe
capability. These flight routes were prohibitively expensive in terms of susceptibility,
some of which were far beyond the obtainable budget. A route ceiling cost was
calculated by summing the number of route raster cells that passed over terrain that
exceed the maximum allowable ceiling. Results are shown in Table 5.24.
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The strength of simple linear associations discovered between the aspatial
attribute predictor and cost-based spatial character response variables are summarized in
Table 5.25 for the common testing location of Pakistan and in Table 5.26 for Study Areas
1-3 combined. The familiarity predictor attribute variable, TOS, was not included in
Table 5.25 (Pakistan) since it a measure used only for the home study areas.

Human Variability Analysis
A rudimentary variability analysis was conducted on the nine subjects that
completed routes in both 2008 and 2009 in an attempt to assess the variability in route
character for the same subjects tested on different dates. Figures 5.20 – 5.23 show maps
of the route changes from one year to the next. A single hue represents one individual
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subject. A dull shade of that single hue or broken line indicates a route planned in 2008
and a bright shade or solid line indicates a route planned in 2009. The spatial character of
flight routes planned by the same subject appears to be extremely variable. An exception
to the apparent unpredictability is the two routes created in Study Area 4 by subject
number 14. Both of these routes, depicted in a blue hue, were planned along a similar
track. The lack of sufficient numbers of repeat subjects from year 2008 to 2009 prevents
a robust quantitative investigation into route variability.

Figure 5.20. A map showing the routes produced by the same subjects on separate
occasions for Study Area 1. Darker shades of the same hue represent the older route
created by the same subject.
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Figure 5.21. A map showing the routes produced by the same subjects on separate
occasions for Study Area 2. Darker shades of the same hue represent the older route
created by the same subject.

Figure 5.22. A map showing the routes produced by the same subject on separate
occasions for Study Area 3. The darker shade of red represents the older route.
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Figure 5.23. A map showing the routes produced by the same subjects on separate
occasions for Study Area 4. Broken lines of the same hue represent the older route
and solid lines of that hue represent the more recent route.
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Chapter Six: Acceptability Analysis – GIS Aided Route Planning
Introduction
The process used to measure the utility of the model as a decision-support system
(DSS) nearly mirrored the procedures used in the validation analysis in Chapter 5. The
only modification introduced was that the susceptibility cost corridor results developed
by the model in Chapter 4 were overlaid on the conventional planning maps in PFPS
before subjects were instructed to plan routes. The genesis, assumptions and general
underlying algorithms of the susceptibility overlays were also explained to the subjects
before they began planning. The resulting flight route plans, aided by or disregarding the
susceptibility overlay DSS, were then investigated. As accomplished in Chapter 5,
direction, distance, and density analyses were performed to quantify the spatial character
of the DSS aided flight routes. These routes were then further examined by quantifying
them relative to the results of the susceptibility model. Total susceptibility, visual
exposure, and distance to threat costs were calculated for the DSS planned flight routes to
provide additional measures of their spatial character.
Methodology
The subjects investigated were the identical military helicopter pilots described in
Chapter 5. The total number of subjects that created routes using the DSS was 25. This
was lower than the 46 explored in the conventional planning process because the DSS
was only utilized in 2009. Study Area 3 subjects were unable to complete route planning
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in Pakistan because of an unexpected real world operational disruption. Each subject was
tested at their home base location on a voluntary basis. The sampling method used was
to test every subject that was available during the 1-2 day testing period. The testing
period was coordinated to access the maximum number of subjects at each location.
The field test conducted in October of 2009 requested that each subject generate
one flight route plan for each of two areas, one in Pakistan (a geographic location foreign
to the subjects) and one for their home area while viewing the respective susceptibility
model corridor overlay. The susceptibility cost corridor overlays and the ensuing route
plans for each study area are shown in Figures 6.1 – 6.8. The forms used for data
collection are in Appendix B. A total of 43 individual flight routes were created using
PFPS and the susceptibility DSS.
A variety of planning mistakes were made by the subjects. Mistakes are listed
below:
-

6 Pakistan routes (33%) were improperly planned for one way travel and not
round trip

-

2 Pakistan routes (11%) had incorrect target coordinates, one of which appears to
have left out the target coordinates

-

1 Pakistan round trip route had incorrect home return route landing coordinates

-

1 route from Study Area1 had incorrect target coordinates

-

4 routes from Study Area 2 had incorrect target coordinates

-

1 route from Study Area 3 had incorrect target coordinates

The magnitudes of the coordinate mistakes were minor so they all were included in the
analysis. Pakistan routes were divided into one way and round trip and then investigated.
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Summary descriptive statistics for the aspatial attribute predictor variables
(supplied by the HARM as described in Chapter 5) are displayed in table 6.1. The mean
subject can be described as a 28 year old with about 860 flight hours, 4 years flying
experience and nearly a year and four months on station. It took him about 8 minutes to
plan a DSS flight route at home and 14 minutes to plan at the foreign location in Pakistan.
The median subject is about a year younger, has fewer hours in flight, fewer months on
flying status, less time on station, and took less time to plan routes at home but longer in
Pakistan. The mean is larger in most measurements because of the presence of a small
number of much older and highly experienced subjects in supervisory positions that skew
the data to the right.

Descriptive statistics were calculated for vector directions, vector distance and
sinuosity while the route density was cartographically investigated. The routes were
analyzed in relation to the discrete susceptibility cost surfaces. Total costs, visual
exposure costs, distance to threat costs, and total raster distance costs were calculated.
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Figure 6.1. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor used as a DSS in Study Area 1

Figure 6.2. A map of all the DSS planned flight routes for Study Area 1.
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Figure 6.3. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor used as a DSS in Study Area 2

Figure 6.4. A map of all the DSS planned flight routes for Study Area 2.
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Figure 6.5. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor used as a DSS in Study Area 3

Figure 6.6. A map of all the DSS planned flight routes for Study Area 3.
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Figure 6.7. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor used as a DSS in Study Area 4

Figure 6.8. A map of all the DSS planned flight routes for Study Area 4.
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Directional Analysis
This section investigated the directional characteristics of planned initial takeoff
and final landing directions for the DSS enabled routes. Calculations are summarized in
Table 6.2 and Table 6.3.

For all four study areas combined and weighted equally, the maximum CV from
the origin was 0.14 and the minimum was 0.0055. The CV range was thus 0.1345 and
the mean was 0.04. The mean of the DMs for all four areas from the origin was within 8.62° or -4.8% (left) of the straight line directions between the origins and destinations.
For all four study areas combined and weighted equally, the maximum CV to the
target was 0.33 and the minimum was 0.1756. The CV range was thus 0.1553 and the
mean was 0.241. The mean of the DMs for all four areas to the target was within -14.2°
or -7.9% (left) of the straight line directions between the origins and destinations.
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All 86 initial and final planned route raw DSLs were treated as sovereign entities
to analyze the divergence totals irrespective of the anchor point and individual study area.
The mean total raw DSL was calculated to be -12.4º or -6.9%. Greater raw DSL standard
deviations were seen for the target locations as compared to the takeoff points overall, for
each individual study area, and when the common study area routes (those created for
Pakistan) were separated according to the home base of the subject. Median figures
indicate a weak directional pattern of divergence to the left of the straight line. Results of
individual measurement anchor points and the various vector groupings are shown in
Table 6.4.
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DSL was further investigated by dividing it into its component parts. Magnitude
was exclusively examined by calculating the absolute value of the raw DSL. Table 6.5
summarizes the direction of the DSL across study areas, according to home base, anchor
point, and as a whole. Table 6.6 summarizes the magnitudes of the corresponding
absolute value DSLs.

The DSL directions for the home (familiar) area total and the Pakistan (foreign)
study area indicate a tendency for vectors from and to the anchor points that are left of
the straight line direction. For all vectors combined and when they are divided into initial
and final segments, 63% of the subjects favored left and only 37% planned right.
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Directional preferences out of the origin and into the target appear to roughly follow the
general direction of the least susceptible corridors.

The mean total magnitude absolute DSL was calculated at 30.66º. This number
represents the total mean magnitude of DSL from both the origin and destination
irrespective of the study area. Greater magnitude DSL means, standard deviations and
medians were present for the target locations as compared to the takeoff points for every
study area and when all study areas were consolidated except for the means and medians
in Study Area 2. Means exceed medians in 21 of the 24 DSL groupings (87.5%)
suggesting the presence of a few highly influential and exceptionally divergent
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magnitudes. Almost a 10° increase in standard deviation is shown for the foreign
location when compared to the home total.
The circular form of the round trip DSS routes is summarized in Table 6.7.

Distance Analysis
The distance analysis investigated simple distance and sinuosity (sinuosity =
straight line distance / actual distance). Tables 6.8 and 6.9 show the summary measures
for distance and sinuosity.

Pakistan round trips were measured for their linear coincident count (LCC). Half
of the twelve Pakistan routes had a LLC of 0 while 67% had a count of 1 or 0. LCC
summary figures are shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9. Linear coincident, y6, count frequency diagram

Route Density Analysis
The Kernel Density tool in ArcMap‟s Spatial Analyst toolbox was used to map
the density of the flight route paths. The same density analysis process and search radius
was used that was employed for the conventionally planned routes in Chapter 5. Density
maps for all four study areas are displayed in Figures 6.10 – 6.13.
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Figure 6.10. A kernel density map of the DSS planned flight routes in Study Area 1.

Figure 6.11. A kernel density map of the DSS planned flight routes in Study Area 2.
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Figure 6.12. A kernel density map of the DSS planned flight routes in Study Area 3.

Figure 6.13. A kernel density map of the DSS planned flight routes in Study Area 4.
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Cost Comparison Analysis
The susceptibility cost analysis was comprised of one combined assessment and
three individual analyses. The separate analyses used three different susceptibility
currencies: route total distance, visual exposure and distance to threats. Route costs were
calculated using the same process used for the conventionally produced routes in Chapter
5. Combined costs are shown in Table 6.10 while tables 6.11 – 6.13 summarize the
results for the individual susceptibility currencies.
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Results of the Pakistan Study Area‟s additional cost factor based on the maximum
allowable altitude (ceiling) are shown in Table 6.14. Over 83% of the DSS-enabled
Pakistan route plans passed over this high elevation terrain and exceeded the airframe
capability. These flight routes were prohibitively expensive in terms of susceptibility. A
route ceiling cost was calculated by summing the number of route raster cells that passed
over terrain that exceed the maximum allowable ceiling.
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Chapter Seven: Results
Introduction
Differences between the spatial character of the conventionally produced flight
routes and the DSS-enabled routes indicate that the susceptibility model was extensively
utilized by the route planners. Directional variability, distances, and susceptibility costs
were all reduced, and DSS-enabled route densities were much more consolidated within
the lower cost corridors. Regardless of whether the routes were conventionally planned
or aided by the DSS a left of straight line direction was more common for critical vectors
as well as increased variability and less predictability in relation to the straight line at the
target when compared to figures at the origin.

Error Change
DSS planning mistakes were similar in type and scope to those made when
subjects used conventional planning procedures, but elevated in relative number and
reduced in magnitude. The routes with incorrect target coordinates were only slightly off
the correct location relative to the errors made when subjects used the conventional
planning methods. Distance off target in Pakistan was decreased but the proportion of
subjects with incorrect coordinates increased. Although two subjects appear to have
made identical mistakes while using both conventional and DSS planning procedures in
Pakistan, a third had a conventionally planned incorrect target point 64.5 km away from
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the correct location while the highest error off target when using the DSS was only 1.8
km.
Directional Change
Results from the directional statistics indicate that although raw DSS-enabled
route directions are slightly more divergent in relation to the straight line than the
conventionally planned route directions the magnitude of this divergence was lower and
directions were not as variable. The mean total raw DSL combining both the origin and
destination for conventionally planned vectors was nearly coincident at -1.68º or -0.1%,
but for DSS-enabled vectors was less coincident at -12.4º or -6.9%. When the raw DSL
values were stripped of their right or left character the measures of central tendency
decreased for DSS-enabled routes. The mean total magnitude absolute value DSL for
conventional route directions was 46.75º or 26% while the same figure for DSS-enabled
routes was 30.66º or 17%. This is over a one-third loss in the mean magnitude of
divergence.
Subjects had a tendency to favor vectors to and from the anchor points that were
left of the straight line direction whether planning conventionally or using the DSS. Even
though the DSL directions for the DSS-enabled routes exhibited a spatial pattern that
mimicked the general direction of the least susceptible corridors, the 57% left side to 3839% right side ratio exposed in the conventional route plans was nearly mirrored in the
DSS figures with a 63-72% left side to 28-37% right side split. Departures from this left
side imbalance to a more balanced condition were seen in all the DSS vectors in Pakistan
and in all the conventional final target vectors. The pronounced left imbalance for initial
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conventional vectors was strongly supported by home location DSS vectors, but reversed
for Pakistan DSS vectors.
The differences exposed between directions at the origins and targets were
evident in both the conventional and DSS route plans: target directions were less
predictable in terms of the straight line direction (DSL figures) and more variable than
origin directions (CV figures). DSS directions for both origins and targets were only
barely less predictable in terms of the straight line direction than those from the
conventional plans and much less varied. Conventional directions from the origin were
very predictable (within 3% of the straight line direction) and the overall variability low
(combined CV = 0.25, 1 being fully random and 0 being all equal). The DSS-enabled
routes had a directional mean from the origin slightly less predictable (within 5% of the
straight line direction) and an overall variability much lower than the conventional routes
(combined CV = 0.04). The directional mean to the target for conventional plans was
also predictable (within 5% of the straight line direction) and the overall variability
moderate (combined CV = 0.54). The directional mean to the target for DSS-enabled
plans was slightly less predictable than that seen in the conventionally produced routes
(within 8% of the straight line direction) and the overall variability less than half that of
the conventional routes (combined CV = 0.24).
Standard deviation figures also lent support to directional inequalities between the
origin and target. Greater raw DSL standard deviations were seen for the target locations
as compared to the takeoff points overall, for each individual study area, and when the
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common study area routes (those created for Pakistan) were separated according to the
home base of the subject.
Further sustaining the disparity between the origin and target were figures for
absolute value DSL. Both conventional and DSS routes had greater magnitude DSL
means, standard deviations and medians for the target locations as compared to the
takeoff points for every study area and when all study areas were consolidated except for
the means and medians in Study Area 2. Means exceeded medians in 22 of the 27
conventional DSL groupings (81%) while means exceed medians in 21 of the 24 DDS
enabled DSL groupings (87.5%) suggesting that both conventional and DSS-enabled
route directions have a few highly influential and exceptionally divergent magnitudes.

Distance Change
Total distance lengths for all study areas were reduced when using the DSS
susceptibility overlay. The more precise vector calculations show a decrease in length
from 8 – 14% over the three study areas. Table 7.1 and 7.2 show the summary figures for
both vector and raster length calculations.
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Route sinuosity figures increased for every study area when the DSS-enabled
flight planning process was employed. Planned route sinuosity means indicated that
routes were effectively straightened by at least 10%. Sinuosity changes are summarized
in Table 7.3.

Density Change
The density findings show an overwhelming tendency for route planners to alter
their planned routes to conform to the DSS least cost corridors. Figures 7.1 through
Figure 7.8 cartographically compare the visual route density change from conventional to
DSS route planning over all four study areas. It is apparent that widely distributed
conventional plans gravitate toward the least susceptible corridors as indicated by the
DSS overlays. Most routes can be seen to constrict within the confines of the least cost
corridor. Wider densities are also shown at the target as opposed to the origin regardless
of whether the route was produced conventionally or with the susceptibility overlay.
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Figure 7.1. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over
conventional route density in Study Area 1.

Figure 7.2. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over DSS
route density in Study Area 1.
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Figure 7.3. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over
conventional route density in Study Area 2.

Figure 7.4. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over DSS
route density in Study Area 2.
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Figure 7.5. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over
conventional route density in Study Area 3.

Figure 7.6. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over DSS
route density in Study Area 3.
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Figure 7.7. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over
conventional route density in Study Area 4.

Figure 7.8. A map of the susceptibility cost corridor overlay superimposed over DSS
route density in Study Area 4.
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Cost Change
The susceptibility cost comparison revealed that mean total costs were reduced by
9-24% across all four study areas and by 9% in the cost to distance ratio for DSS-enabled
route planning when compared to conventional route planning. Reductions were seen for
every summary statistic in each study area except the one way trip standard deviations in
Study Area 4. Excluding these one way trip routes in Pakistan resulted in total cost
standard deviations reductions of 41-71%. Although the lowest cost routes in each study
area were cut the decline was not as dramatic as it was for the highest cost routes at the
top end of the range. High cost routes were cut by 20-42% and low cost routes were only
reduced by 1-17% excluding one way trip routes in Pakistan. Summary figures are
shown in Table 7.4.
Visual exposure costs, a component of the total cost, were also reduced for DSSenabled routes. Reductions were seen for every summary statistic in each study area
except the one way trip standard deviations in Study Area 4. The visual exposure mean
cost was reduced by 8-25% and by 9.7% in the cost to distance ratio for DSS-enabled
route planning when compared to conventional route planning. Excluding the one way
trip routes in Pakistan visual exposure cost standard deviations were reduced by 11-76%.
Although the lowest cost routes in each study area were cut the decline was not as
dramatic as it was for the highest cost routes at the top end of the range. High cost routes
were cut by 22-53% and low cost routes were only reduced by 0.2-20% excluding one
way trip routes in Pakistan.
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Distances to threat means, a second component of the total cost, were likewise
reduced for DSS-enabled routes by 6-25% and by 8.3% in the cost to distance ratio. Cost
reductions were roughly commensurate but not as widespread across the summary
measures as it was for the visual exposure costs. Although means, medians, standard
deviations (except the one way Pakistan route anomaly) and highest cost routes were all
cut, the lowest cost route in Study Area 2 and 3 actually increased in cost by 10% and 9%
respectively. A conventionally produced route in Study Areas 2 and 3 was lower in cost
than any DSS route created for those study areas.
The Pakistan one way route standard deviation increase anomaly can be seen
visually on the map. Only two of six one way DSS routes in Pakistan stay within the
lowest cost corridor, while another two spend a majority of their length in the next two
higher cost categories, one of which passes through a portion of the middle cost corridor.
Although costs were reduced for the DSS planned one way trips in Pakistan it appears
that they were more variable in terms of cost than the conventionally planned one way
trips. The standard deviation figures were weakly supported by only six one way DSS
routes. The larger sample of round trip Pakistan routes provides a better statistical
representation of DSS route spatial character.
The Pakistan Study Area‟s ceiling costs were reduced for DSS-enabled routes, but
not eliminated despite the fact that high altitude areas above the maximum ceiling were
clearly mapped by the susceptibility overlay. Only a slight reduction in the number of
routes that exceeded ceiling limits was observed, from 87.8% to 83.3%, but a large
reduction in ceiling cost was shown. There was a 53% reduction in the mean ceiling cost,
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a 70% reduction the median cost, and a 73% reduction in the highest cost route.
Although subjects continued to exceed the maximum allowable altitude using the DSS
overlay they did so for less than half the amount than they had during the conventional
planning process.
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Chapter Eight: Discussion of the Results
Introduction
The results of the analysis indicate that performance of the model as a Decision
Support System (DSS) overwhelmingly reduced susceptibility associated with premission, low-altitude, combat flight plan routes. Subjects widely used the model‟s
corridor overlay to help guide their planning decisions. A consequence of DSS use was a
loss of route diversity. This was evident in the route directions from the origin and to the
target as well as in the overall route sinuosity. But whether conventionally produced or
aided by the DSS, route plans had some very common spatial characteristics. These
similarities expose potential perceptual limitations imposed by the conventional flight
planning paradigm. There was no significant evidence that the subject‟s experience,
expertise, familiarity, age, or the amount of time taken to plan had any effect on the
spatial nature of the planned routing. This chapter begins by discussing the potential
reasons behind the directional congruencies between conventional and DSS routes,
continues with a section on ground reference points, uncovers route planning errors, and
concludes with a discussion on conflicting route criteria and operational implementation
concerns.
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Directional Similarities
An explanation for spatial commonalities may lie in the underlying nature of nonnetworked routing. The shared origin, destination and the straight line connecting them
appears to have introduced a gravitational effect that attracted route directions toward the
Euclidean centerline. The directional analysis compared the results from vector statistics
performed on 104 conventionally planned and 43 DSS-enabled helicopter flight routes in
four study areas. Directional statistics indicated that the DM may be a good indicator of
the straight line direction to and from the objective (within 3-8% of the straight line
direction). CV was also low indicating relatively homogenous behavior among subjects
and between study areas. This minimal divergence and homogeneity indicates
predictable behavior which can have detrimental consequences in a combat environment.
Route planners are instructed to: “Avoid direct routing to the objective. Plan
sufficient course changes to avoid disclosing the objective (Air Force Instruction 11-2H1V3 1999: 85).” Since their combined conventional and DSS-enabled planned initial
route segments essentially disclose the objective within an error tolerance of 3-5% of its
center line routing and their combined final route segments disclose the objective within
an error tolerance of 5-8%, it appears planners are not meeting the intent of the
instructions. As a combined group they are barely avoiding a direct route using
conventional or DSS-enabled planning methods and are for all practical purposes
revealing the direct route to the objective in a predictable manner from their planning
behavior at the origin and destination. Although the DSS prompted an increase in the
mean divergence from the straight line direction by nearly 7% through the power of
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directional suggestion, the mean magnitude of all divergent vectors concomitantly
dropped by over one-third. Introduction of a random takeoff and landing direction
generator within the susceptibility model may be able to compensate for this predictable
human behavior.
Although pilots are rigorously evaluated on an individual basis a broad
perspective on their behavior as a single group is not part of the established evaluation
procedures. This study suggests that pilots may not be following published planning
guidance as a group and are ultimately reducing the probability for mission success.
Since the number of subjects in this study was low the results are merely an indication
that there may be predictable behavior in route planning. Given an infinite number of
samples the results may simply follow the statistical trend of a regression to the mean. In
geographical sense the spatial mean would be the connecting straight line. As a group,
the subjects communicated through their routing that humans may simply prefer to travel
the shortest distance between two points along a straight line when not constrained by
rigid networks.
No explanation was found for the distinct preference for a left-side DSL for all
critical vectors (from the origin and to the destination). For DSS-enabled routes the
explanation was straightforward: subjects appear to use the DSS and follow the
directional trend of the low cost susceptibility corridor. A visual inspection of the route
density changes across all four study areas in Figures 7.1 – 7.8 shows how the DSS routes
are figuratively pulled left (except the Pakistan origin) to conform to the general direction
of the low cost corridors. For conventionally planned routes the explanation for the left
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preference is unknown. The subjects perceived seating position for the planned flight
may have been a contributing factor. Unfortunately the perceived seating position for the
planned flight was not captured during the field tests. The pilot in command of the
helicopter will most often be positioned in the right seat on a tactical low level
operational mission while the copilot will sit in the left seat. If it is assumed that subjects
planned from the perception that they were the pilot in command then the preference
exposed for critical vectors that are left of the straight line may be a result of the
command pilot‟s desire to have a more advantageous viewpoint from the right side of the
helicopter. If he or she vectors the nose of the helicopter to the left of the straight line
then they will have a better view of the target out the right side. This line of reasoning
conforms for vectors from the origin, but since DSL real numbers at the target are
opposite signed from those to the target, pilots in command are in fact positioning
themselves to the right of the straight line with a cross cockpit view for vectors into the
target. Figure 8.1 graphically portrays the spatial relationships between seat position and
DSL at the origin and target. Since no geographic patterns appear to exist for all four
study areas, such as similar funneling-type valleys, it is unknown why the left side DSL
pattern is prevalent. More data is required to investigate if the pattern is arbitrary or due
to an unknown influence such as the perceived seat position of the subject or some other
variable.
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Figure 8.1. This diagram illustrates the simplified spatial relationships between seat
position in the cockpit and the sign of the DSL at the origin and target.

Ground Reference Points
The density analysis for both the conventionally planned and DSS-assisted routes
appears to indicate a potential behavioral dependence on highly visible ground reference
points. The densest concentration of flight routes outside the origin and destination in all
four study areas for both the conventional and DSS-assisted plans was located above a
single location in each study area. Upon further investigation a prominent geographic
feature was discovered under these route conglomerations. In Study Area 1 the
prominent feature was a group of buildings. In Study Area 2 the prominent feature was a
bridge over a narrow reservoir. In Study Area 3 the prominent feature was a bridge over
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a small creek. In Study Area 4 the prominent feature was a bridge over the Indus River.
Figure 8.2 shows imagery captured from Google Earth of the visually prominent ground
reference features. This possible route planning behavior may be an indication of pilots
attempting to maintain geographic positional awareness. A targeted study of the flight
route data collected in this research could explore the imagery below turn points, look for
prominent ground features, and see if there is a significant correlation.

Study Area 1

Study Area 2

Study Area 3

Study Area 4

Figure 8.2. Aerial photographs of the ground reference points that occur under the
densest concentration of flight routes for each study area
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A GPS enabled moving map and susceptibility reduction DSS may alter the entire
flight planning paradigm by eliminating the need for using easily identifiable visual
reference ground points as preplanned route turn points. Even the basic concept of turn
points and route legs (segments) may become obsolete with the advent of more
widespread and fully adopted geospatial technology. The replacement for the traditional
route line would be a dynamic polygon feature superimposed upon a moving map that
represents the preferred flight region. It would be shaped by multiple real-time inputs,
much like the non-real-time corridors developed in this model were shaped by multiple
inputs.

Route Planning Errors
Mistakes were prevalent for both conventionally produced and DSS-enabled
routes. A reduction in the magnitude of planning mistakes from conventional to DSSenabled routes suggests that translating a string of coordinate numbers onto a map
location appears to have a higher potential for large mistakes than identifying the location
through a mapped susceptibility corridor. Unfortunately the paucity of data prevents
robust quantitative evidence. A targeted study could explore errors associated with
translating coordinates.
Ceiling limits were exceeded in both conventional and DSS routes. Although
costs were reduced by over 50% using the model, altitude mistakes were not eliminated.
Subjects continued to plan routes in Pakistan that exceeded the mechanical capability of
the airframe by routing the helicopter over terrain that exceeded 4564 m. The Pakistan
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study area was carefully chosen to test this aspect of flight route planning. The
susceptibility overlay allowed for only four narrow, saddle-type corridors to and from the
target between the prohibited high elevation areas in the most preferred, lowest cost
region. Figure 8.3 shows these corridors that are located 12-26 km east of the target and
the DSS-enabled routes that pass nearby. The widest corridor is approximately 1000 m
in width and the narrowest corridor is about 100 m wide. As seen in Figure 8.3 most
routes appear to attempt to utilize these specific corridors but often clip the edges of the
prohibited elevations. In these instances the subjects executing the flight plan would
most likely not follow the exact planned straight line segment and would circumvent the
higher terrain by flying a circuitous route path. This operational amendment to a planned
flight route is expected and often employed for limited lengths on some route sections. In
fact a recent upgrade to PFPS allows for limited serpentine route planning. Changes in
timing and fuel calculations are relatively inconsequential for very minor adjustments to
planned straight line routes. Premeditated operational amendments are the most probable
explanation as to why such a large percentage of the DSS-enabled routes still exceed the
maximum allowable ceiling. If this explanation is embraced and the routes are
qualitatively investigated then only about 8 routes (44%) appear to blatantly disregard the
prohibited high elevation terrain. Although this remains an unacceptably high
proportion, the subjects in this study are almost completely unfamiliar with the Pakistan
region except for map familiarization during their route planning. Furthermore they have
no operational experience in environments where the ground elevation exceeds airframe
ceiling limits so some subjects may not have considered this in their flight planning.
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Figure 8.3. This map shows the DSS routes and locations of the four high altitude
corridors depicted by yellow circles.

Conflicting Route Constraints
Flight planning systems, whether conventional or GIS-enabled, are often required
to choose between conflicting criteria. One obvious conflict in route planning is the
desire for terrain masking that is generally achieved through valley seeking behavior
where roads and inhabitants are often concentrated – an undesirable, but sometimes
collocated phenomenon. This trend is overwhelmingly true in the mountainous Pakistan
location but appears to not hold true in Study Area 3 where there is flatter topography and
lower lying areas that appear to be devoid of human occupation and development. When
DSS-enabled flight routes were compared to potential threat locations (the road network,
the location and character of night time lights captured from DMSP, and to population
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estimates from the 2008 LandScan database) subjects who chose routes outside the
optimum corridor often planned routes over these high threat areas. Figures 8.4-8.6 show
DSS routes that gravitate toward assumed threats because they correspond to valley
lowlands. This behavior is attributed to subjects choosing valley over non-valley terrain.
Figure 6.8 (a map of Study Area 4 overlay enabled routes superimposed over topography)
exemplifies this behavioral trend. The map is replicated in Figure 8.7 with the chosen
valleys encircled with a bright red hue.

Figure 8.4. Map of the DSS susceptibility overlay, associated routes and roads.
Numerous DSS-enabled routes are planned outside the least susceptible corridor,
several of which appear to gravitate over roads. These areas are encircled in a bright
blue-green hue.
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Figure 8.5. Map of the DSS susceptibility overlay superimposed over DMSP OLS
night time lights. Numerous DSS-enabled routes are planned outside the least
susceptible corridor, five of which appear to gravitate over night time lights. These
areas are encircled in a bright blue-green hue.

Figure 8.6. Map of the DSS susceptibility overlay superimposed over LandScan
population data. Numerous DSS-enabled routes are planned outside the least
susceptible corridor, several of which appear to gravitate over more populated areas.
These areas are encircled in a bright blue-green hue.
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Figure 8.7. Map of the topography with numerous DSS-enabled routes that are
planned outside the least susceptible corridor, many of which appear to gravitate over
valleys. These areas are encircled in a bright red hue.

Operational Implementation Concerns
Although the GIS enabled route plans were better at reducing susceptibility costs
and could be improved by compensating for the lack of directional variability at the
origin and target, a decision to employ the model operationally must consider the second
order effects. A shift toward GIS and GPS enabled navigation could result in a loss of
widespread expertise, dependence, centralized control of planning, diminished
democracy, loss of diversity and increased standardization. This concern is mirrored for
terrestrial, road-based, civilian navigation planning systems like Google Maps and
MapQuest which provide pre-planned routing. Use of these and more enhanced realtime, mobile, GPS-enabled navigation systems need to be bounded by important
questions. What bias is inherent in the route selection algorithms? Are any special
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interests pushing for preferred treatment through lower route impedance? How will user
trust in the system be used by system authorities? How robust is the underlying GPS
infrastructure and will it become the “Achilles Heel” of navigation?
On the positive side, it appears that predictable behaviors imposed by the
conventional flight planning paradigm can be altered by the DSS. This paradigm is the
use of exterior landmarks, turn points, and direct line routes as the standard procedure for
navigation. It is rooted in the available navigation tools, and at one time was required so
that pilots did not get lost and were able to reach their destination at an exact time.
Unfortunately the paradigm introduces artificial constraints on navigation processes and
strategy. Technological advances in navigation tools, primarily GPS and GIS, have
rendered the old way of navigating obsolete. With GPS and a moving map it is nearly
impossible to get lost. Route spatial character (imbalanced variability between the target
and origin, predictable directions, reliance on visual ground reference points, and
unreasonable valley seeking behavior) was more pronounced for the conventional routes
and appeared to be altered through spatial suggestions by the DSS corridors.
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Chapter Nine: Conclusion
Summary
This dissertation has described a pilot project that was successful in quantitatively
representing and mapping combat helicopter susceptibility and accessibility with a GIS.
The general system developed and used in the project is a substantial improvement over
previous techniques used to plan flight routes in a low threat combat environment. Prior
operations research on the susceptibility of low altitude helicopter flight was combined
with the spatial analytical functions of a GIS to analyze flight route planning with respect
to geography. General susceptibility theory bounded by geographical limits imposed by
the airframe, regulatory guidance, threats, weather, and terrain was applied using ArcMap
GIS. Airframe performance was maximized while the exposure to the enemy threat was
minimized by optimally reducing visibility and increasing distance to the threats.
Helicopter susceptibility and accessibility from an origin to a destination was
calculated in four areas, used as a decision aid, and results were compared to
conventional planning results obtained by subjects using current, computerized methods.
Susceptibility costs and route spatial diversity were reduced when subjects used the GIS
model as planning aid. Several spatial similarities between the conventionally planned
routes and the GIS-enabled routes were revealed that expose potential perceptual
limitations imposed by the conventional flight planning paradigm. For both the
conventional and GIS-enabled process, subjects planned routes with critical vectors
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showing a distinct pattern left of the straight line direction, target destination plans that
were more divergent and varied than those at the origin, more sinuosity at the foreign
location, few coincident route points for roundtrip routes, low to moderate variability
between planned route directions, and direct routing that was disclosed within a few
degrees of centerline. Even with the reduction in susceptibility costs associated with the
GIS routes, predictable spatial behavior may reduce the probability for mission success.
Since the number of subjects in the study was low the results are merely an indication
that there may be predictable behavior in route character across the entire subject group.
Route spatial character was investigated in relation to experience, expertise, familiarity,
age, and the amount of time taken to plan to explore potential reasons behind the spatial
patterns. None of these variables had a significant effect on route spatial character.
Beyond the direct application for military helicopter flight route planning and
improved helicopter survivability, this research has contributed to GIS Least Cost Path
(LCP) modeling methods, point to point, non-networked, linear spatial analysis methods,
and spatial behavior theory. Historical, cultural, behavioral, and human geographers
could use methods and results from this study to assist their study of humans and our
relationship with the physical environment. Patterns of transportation, cultural and
technological diffusion, and human development may be better understood by the
methods employed and results realized in this project as well as new insights into spatial
behavior. The limitations of the model essentially originated from the operations
research on helicopter susceptibility, the input data, or the capability of the GIS.
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Possibilities for extending this research are restricted by the existing operations
Susceptibility research and the current limits of GIS technology.

Limitations
The fundamental limitations encountered in this research can be divided into three
categories. They are as follows in descending order of difficulty:
1) There are problems associated with the susceptibility research.
2) Difficulties arise with the available data.
3) There remain fundamental problems with the capabilities of GIS technology.
These limitations are discussed separately below. Problems with the applied research
appear to compose the most critical of the limitations, and are also the only ones that can
not be solved within the context of GIS research.

Inherent Difficulties with Susceptibility Research
This problem is generally out of the hands of GIS research. Since the GIS is only
a platform for the application of the aircraft operations susceptibility research any
application is dependent upon the strength of that work. The operations research is
limited, normally confidential, and has not been fully explored because of the unique and
chaotic nature of the combat environment. Many questions remain unanswered which
cause problems in the ensuing cartographic modeling applications. Although these
problems may be considered minor in relation to the overall capability of the model they
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still present some formidable obstacles. The foundation ultimately determines the vitality
of the model.
The emphasis of this model was on planning and not on actual execution. The
military plans extensively and only occasionally executes in response to extraordinary
circumstances. This environment is frequently termed high consequence – low
incidence. These circumstances make a robust statistical analysis of the validity,
correctness and utility of this susceptibility planning model very difficult and
pragmatically impossible. The conditions surrounding any low incidence, actual combat
environment are such that the historical collection of detailed geographic data has been
low on the priority list and if collected is most likely classified.

Inherent Problems with Data
Data has been noted as the most important element in a GIS. No matter how accurate and
appropriate the data is for a particular study, problems with it can always be discovered
because of the basic nature of geographic study. Representation of real world
phenomenon on a map and the study of spatial entities inherently involves reduction
transformations and loss of data. This procedure is essential to the efficient analyzation
of spatial data. The key to this representation of actual features, entities, and
characteristics is to maintain these data that are important and discard those elements that
are not. Difficulties arise when decisions are made to determine what is significant and
what is not. How much aggregation can be permitted while retaining the necessary
information to solve the problem at hand? This fundamental dilemma, concerning the
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use of areal aggregates instead of the actual observational unit, is confronted in all facets
of geographic study. Concerning this study and physical geography, continuous spatial
data is frequently converted into discrete, aggregate forms to simply allow for its
collection. Difficulties arise in transformations of the point data into a continuous model
of the surface. These subsequent transformations compound later problems associated
with analytical studies performed on the model. The problems associated with the use of
areal aggregates in the sphere of combat helicopter susceptibility are immense, although
often insignificant for other applications. New advances in technology have largely
removed the roadblock that has hindered attempts to conduct observations at a high
degree of spatial disaggregation.
None of the 9,422 recorded combat incidents pertaining to helicopters involved in
the Vietnam conflict in Southeast Asia (HELODAB database maintained by the
SURVIAC center at Wright Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio) has any
information on horizontal location more spatially disaggregated than the country level
(Laos, North Vietnam, South Vietnam) while only 67% had any data on aircraft altitude.
Created by the DOD to meet a recognized need in operations research, SURVIAC is a
dedicated survivability information resource on all aspects of non-nuclear survivability,
lethality, and mission effectiveness activities. With the recent fielding of Global
Positioning System (GPS) receivers and small powerful computer processors the
collection of detailed geographic data can be accomplished with very little cost and near
zero effort. This is most likely occurring along with our current combat operations in
Iraq and Afghanistan primarily for post mission debriefing and analysis. Fortunately for
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the operators and passengers only 65 helicopters have been lost because of hostile action
between October 2001 and December 2008 (Chavanne and Warwick 2009).
Unfortunately for researchers this means few actual combat samples to analyze that have
the potential for precise location data. Despite the low number of incidents, this data
which is currently or will be managed by SURVIAC could be used in geographic
operations research and validating the susceptibility model presented in this dissertation.
Security concerns will most likely keep any analysis confined within the DOD.
Concerns with areal aggregates are paralleled by those in the temporal dimension.
Threats and weather are continuously changing, not only across space, but across time.
Since the foundation of this model is the threat environment, it is imperative that current
data is used to calculate susceptibility. Real-time or near real-time data should be fed
into the GIS for immediate analyzation to provide accurate and timely information to
route planners, ideally while already en route for “on the fly” susceptibility modeling. As
with GPS and spatial data, new wireless data communication technologies have removed
part of the barrier that has hindered data collection at high levels of temporal
dissaggregation.
Technology Limitations
Limitations concerning GIS technology are confined to difficulties in dealing with
the large amount of data associated with a detailed analysis, the unavoidable
generalizations of raster-based GIS, and underdeveloped software.
Due to the large number of cells processing time for the model in this project was
extensive. Surface visibility calculations using the 90 m resolution DEM took from 10 to
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20.5 hours depending on the study area. Three-dimensional, full study area visibility
calculations were cancelled after 72 hours. More dissaggregated DEM data, collected at
30 m and 10 m resolution, would have even greater processing times. These times are
extremely slow, especially for a model that may need to analyze real-time data and
provide fast results in a dynamic combat environment. It is still true that the more cells in
a grid, the slower the analysis operators will be, although inevitable improvements in
computer hardware technology should help alleviate this problem. New methods of data
storage and visibility and routing algorithms within GIS and computer science are also
being investigated to more effectively deal with the large spatial data volumes involved
with geographic data. Wu et al. (2007) used block partitioning to generate more efficient
viewsheds in a PC-based environment while Glickstein and Stiles (1992) explored the
conceptual use of Cellular Automata (CA) and artificial neural networks to deal with data
complexities. Benton et al. (1996) used a hierarchical implementation of grid
calculations and Szczerba (1999) and Szczerba et al. (2000) implemented an algorithm
called Sparse A* Search (SAS) which is similar to the cost or path distance functions in
ArcMap. Carlyle et al. (2007: 3) discard all continuous type surface models for flight
route planning as unsuitable and they focus on using airspace as a network.
Fundamental problems with the representation of data in raster format must also
be acknowledged as a limitation. The real world is not divided into blocks as it is within
ArcMap. Cell size is therefore of primary concern, especially when there is widespread
overlap of data in the cells. Cell size needs to be as detailed as the analysis will allow,
although a certain degree of error is always present. Often it can not be determined what
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really occupies a cell in question no matter what the cell size. For example, under a
majority rule, a cell that is 51% forested will be classified as 100% forested, although
49% may be barren.
Arc-Info, although considered by many to be a leader in the GIS software
industry, remains underdeveloped in certain respects. The lack of true three-dimensional
functionality is a legacy carried forth by the paradigm of the flat paper map. Although
this limitation can be overcome by the user creating custom programming language, the
capabilities of modern computer graphics dictate that ESRI move even further beyond the
perceptual shackles of a flat mapping world.

Extensions
The susceptibility cost of traveling across four study areas via helicopter from a
single origin to a destination has been calculated and portrayed in cartographic form with
the use of a GIS in the most basic manner. The scope of this project was limited to the
production and testing of a general prototype route planning model, although it has the
potential to be expanded in a number of dimensions. The model can be calculated
differently, tailored to other specific settings, or portrayed in alternative cartographic
forms. Besides the model, techniques employed to study route spatial character can be
used to investigate other modes of non-networked movement.
Manipulations of the susceptibility criteria can open the door to different
information. For example, weather that constrains visibility or prevents visual flight may
be a more critical threat to helicopter travel than hostile enemy fire. Changes in the
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presence or weight of the input criteria will alter the final information. Additional data
provided by recent combat experience will add to the susceptibility research and vitality
of any future model. Tactics based on operations research has undergone radical changes
and will continue to do so.
The susceptibility of other airframes or other study areas could also be explored.
Airframe size and performance capabilities could change calculations and a susceptibility
comparison between different helicopter models could be accomplished. This project
was concerned with only four different landscapes. Future studies could explore different
combinations of terrain, weather, threats, altitudes, and locations of origins and
destinations. Various landscapes with buildings or trees could be studied to explore the
relationship between route character and landscape.
Any type of route behavior, from the travel of a football during a game to
pedestrian travel across the earth, can be analyzed by using the techniques pursued in this
study. Routes can be separated into their spatial sub-components: direction, distance,
cost, and density. The introduction of the divergence from straight line (DSL) measure
for point to point travel is a novel concept that could be used to investigate similar
movement. The avenues for extending the model and techniques used in this project are
considerable.
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Appendix A
Altitude Analysis of HELODAB (Vietnam Combat Incident Database)
Ball‟s (2003) aircraft survivability equations are simple manifestations of reality
and do not fully account for every complicated and interactive link between vulnerability
and susceptibility. He uses a mechanistic causality based on probability of a hit. Even
though he considers multiple shot scenarios in other equations, he does not dissolve
susceptibility into degrees of magnitude. This could be expressed in how well or for how
long an aircraft was seen or heard by an enemy sensor. Number of hits could be used as a
proxy measurement for detectability magnitude given that if a helicopter is seen it will be
fired upon. It could be logically argued that the longer the period of detectability the
more susceptible the helicopter is to being hit multiple times.
The HELODAB database was investigated for relationships between the number
of enemy hits (hit number) as a predictor and two response variables: mission impact and
helicopter altitude. Mission impact can be equated to PS. Hit number is expected to have
a negative correlation with PS. Simply stated: the higher the number of hits (or the
greater your magnitude of detectability) - the lower your probability of survival and
mission success. Very low altitudes and very high altitudes are expected to positively
correlate with PS since NOE flight is widely proven as an effective tactic and
susceptibility can also be eliminated by setting PIL (probability of an intercept given a
weapon launch) to zero by flying at an altitude above the maximum range of enemy
weapons. Hit number is expected to have a negative correlation at very low and very
high altitudes and a positive correlation at the mid altitudes.
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Description of Data
SURVIAC is a dedicated survivability information resource on all aspects of nonnuclear survivability, lethality, and mission effectiveness activities. The HELODAB
database contains details on more than 18,000 combat incidents pertaining to helicopters
involved in the Vietnam conflict in Southeast Asia. More recent combat data is not
publicly available. The database is organized by incident. Column variables for each
incident included for this analysis were:
ALTITUDE
MISSION PHASE (base camp, target area, enroute, etc.)
NUMBER OF HITS
MISSION IMPACT (completed, terminated, abort, etc.)
OPERATIONS IMPACT (continued flight, forced landing, crash, etc.)
THREAT CLASS (friendly fire, SA/AW, AAA, exploding weapons, etc.)
Data Analysis
Much of the data were incomplete, in error or in the incorrect format, so extensive
data transformation preceded the analysis. Incorrectly entered data codes for multiple
variables were recoded. Friendly fire incidents were removed from the THREAT
CLASS. The MISSION IMPACT variable was recoded from a more detailed format into
SURVIVE or KILL to bring it in line with basic survivability standards. MISSION
PHASE was narrowed to only include en-route data. It is this phase of flight where pilots
have the ALTITUDE control to reduce susceptibility to a minimum. The takeoff point
cannot be controlled while the target area increases susceptibility because of mission
requirements.
Descriptive statistics revealed several trends. MISSION IMPACT indicated that
70% of the missions were completed (coded SURVIVE) while the remaining missions
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were negatively impacted (aborted, modified, or terminated; coded KILL). This resulted
in an overall PKH (vulnerability) value of 27%. 3% of MISSION IMPACT was
unknown. The true PK for the entire conflict cannot be determined since this database
only includes incidents where PH = 1.0. The database does not have non-hit incidents, so
all results must be interpreted with the understanding that we have already reached the
maximum susceptibility of 1.0.
To roughly validate database integrity, it was hypothesized that OPERATIONS
IMPACT should have a similar relationship to MISSION IMPACT since they measure
comparable phenomenon. This held true: 81% continued flight, 17% did not continue,
while 2% were unknown. The 11% difference between the „continued flight category‟
from the OPERATIONS IMPACT variable and the „survive‟ category‟ in the MISSION
IMPACT variable is explained by the fact that 11% of the missions were aborted
(meaning they continued flight, but returned home instead of completing the mission).
This still is coded as a mission KILL since they did not complete the mission. A graph of
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the data is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Graphs of the mission and operations impact of all en-route, non-friendly
incidents
The NUMBER OF HITS had a positive skew with the majority of incidents
(62%) recording a single hit and 89% with 3 hits or less. Destroyed helicopters were
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assigned a value of 99. The preponderance of one hits and the outliers with a value of 99
skewed the results when using raw numbers. No worthwhile analysis could be
accomplished without recoding the data. Consequently the NUMBER OF HITS variable
was recoded into categories: „low (1 hit),‟ medium (2-15 hits),‟ and high (16 – 99 hits).‟
ALTITUDE ranged from 0-4000 ft and had a positive skew with a median of 300
and a mean of 511. The standard deviation was large at 567. The data was recoded into
more meaningful categorical information based on helicopter susceptibility theory.
Altitudes from 0-25 were recoded as „low,‟ values from 25-1800 were coded as
„medium,‟ and values over 1800 were coded as „high‟. The categories parallel the
approximate limits of NOE flight (0-25 ft) and the range of 7.62mm small arms (1800
ft) (Allen 1993: 20-21).
THREAT CLASS was dominated by small arms / automatic weapons (93%).
Subsequently, the analysis was narrowed to include only these weapons. Figure 2 shows
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Figure 2. A graph of the raw, enroute, non-friendly threats
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Relationships with MISSION IMPACT
Categorical analysis was performed on the set of variables to investigate potential
relationships. The categorical predictor variables included NUMBER OF HITS and
ALTITUDE. The categorical response variable was MISSION IMPACT (a proxy for
PS), but HIT NUMBER was also included to explore the potential of using HIT
NUMBER as a proxy for detectability. In its role as a predictor variable, HIT NUMBER
was expected to have a negative correlation with MISSION IMPACT. Very low altitudes
and very high altitudes were expected to positively correlate with MISSION IMPACT.
In its role as a proxy for magnitude of detectability, HIT NUMBER was expected to have
a negative correlation with very low altitudes and a positive correlation with the mid
altitudes. MISSION IMPACT as a response variable is investigated first, followed by
NUMBER OF HITS as the proxy response variable for magnitude of detectability.
The first null hypothesis was that MISSION IMPACT does not vary by
NUMBER OF HITS and the alternate hypothesis was that MISSION IMPACT does vary
by NUMBER OF HITS. Both the Likelihood Ratio and Chi-Squared Tests had p-values
< 0.0001, so the null hypothesis was rejected and it was concluded that there was a
significant difference in mission survivability based on NUMBER OF HITS. There was
less than 0.01% chance that the variability in MISSION IMPACT rate is due to random
error and not associated with the NUMBER OF HITS. Figure 3 contains a mosaic plot,
contingency table, and test figures.
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Figure 3. Mosaic plot, contingency table, and test figures for MISSION IMPACT as
influenced by NUMBER OF HITS
The second null hypothesis was that MISSION IMPACT does not vary by
ALTITUDE and the alternate hypothesis was that MISSION IMPACT does vary by
ALTITUDE. Both the Likelihood Ratio and Chi-Squared Tests had p-values greater than
0.77 indicating that the null hypothesis could not be rejected. Mission survivability was
not significantly different based on the three flight altitude categories of NOE flight,
medium altitude, and beyond maximum weapon range. Although the plot in Figure 4
visually supports the theory that very high or very low flight altitudes result in higher
survival rates, it was not significantly different from those flown at medium altitude.
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Figure 4. Mosaic Plot for the Contingency Analysis of MISSION IMPACT by
ALTITUDE
Relationships with HIT NUMBER
HIT NUMBER was expected to have a negative correlation with very low
altitudes and a positive correlation with the mid altitudes. The first null hypothesis was
that NUMBER OF HITS does not vary by ALTITUDE and the alternate hypothesis was
that NUMBER OF HITS does vary by ALTITUDE. Both the Likelihood Ratio and ChiSquared Tests had p-values < 0.05, so the null hypothesis was rejected and it was
concluded that there is a significant difference in NUMBER OF HITS (proxy measure of
detectability) based on ALTITUDE. There is a less than 5% chance that the variability in
NUMBER OF HITS is due to random error and not associated with ALTITUDE. In fact,
none of the low, NOE altitude flights had any corresponding high hit category. The
mosaic plot and contingency table are shown in Figure 5.
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Conclusions
The significant findings in this analysis are twofold:
1) There is a difference in survivability based on the number of hits and
2) There is a difference in the number of hits based on altitude.
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This relationship is only apparent when the data is organized into meaningful categories
based on helicopter survivability theory. If the number of hits is used as a proxy measure
for the magnitude of detectability, then NOE flight altitudes (0-25 ft) may result in lower
detectability leading to higher survivability rates. This is a theoretical extrapolation of
the findings in an attempt to answer the original research problem.
Limitations of the analysis involve the unknown effect of other variables and the
data itself. Although the THREAT CLASS variable was subdivided into TYPE, this was
not included in the analysis. This may be the reason as to why my expectations for very
high altitude flight were not realized. Although the high altitude flights were beyond the
range of 7.62 mm rounds, the 12.7 mm rounds may have intercepted them if I would have
included the TYPE subdivisions of small arms. Furthermore, the data provided by
SURVIAC may have been manipulated prior to dissemination to protect certain aspects
of national security. In this light, the results of the analysis performed on the data are
debatable.
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Appendix B
Data Collection Forms used for Subject Route Testing

Data collection form used in October 2009
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Data collection form used in July 2008
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Appendix C
Linear Regression Analysis between Aspatial Attribute Predictor and Spatial
Character Response Variables
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